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Goodreads Best Fiction Finalist and Ebook Library Charts and USA Today BestsellerWhen her
father falls into a coma, Indian American photographer Sonya reluctantly returns to the family
she'd fled years before. Since she left home, Sonya has lived on the run, free of any ties, while
her soft-spoken sister, Trisha, has created a perfect suburban life, and her ambitious sister,
Marin, has built her own successful career. But as these women come together, their various
methods of coping with a terrifying history can no longer hold their memories at bay.Buried
secrets rise to the surface as their father--the victim of humiliating racism and perpetrator of
horrible violence--remains unconscious. As his condition worsens, the daughters and their
mother wrestle with private hopes for his survival or death, as well as their own demons and
buried secrets.Told with forceful honesty, Trail of Broken Wings reveals the burden of shame and
secrets, the toxicity of cruelty and aggression, and the exquisite, liberating power of speaking
and owning truth.

About the AuthorDavid Foster Wallace wrote the novels Infinite Jest, The Broom of the System,
and The Pale King, and the story collections Oblivion, Brief Interviews with Hideous Men, and
Girl with Curious Hair. His nonfiction includes Consider the Lobster, A Supposedly Fun Thing I'll
Never Do Again, Everything and More, and This Is Water. He died in 2008.
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Number: 2014950441To my family—Without you, I would not be here. For everything I am, thank
you. I love you.CONTENTSSONYAMARINTRISHASONYAMARINRANEESONYATRISHAMARI
NRANEESONYATRISHAMARINSONYATRISHAMARINRANEESONYAMARINTRISHASONYA
MARINSONYARANEETRISHASONYAMARINSONYARANEEMARINRANEETRISHARANEESO
NYAMARINTRISHASONYAMARINTRISHAMARINTRISHARANEESONYAMARINTRISHASON
YAEPILOGUEACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORSONYAMy mother’s voice echoes
in the background, her message blaring from my cell phone’s speaker. With each word come
memories, filtered through shards of broken glass. I want to, need to, shut the phone off, but my
body refuses to move. Her voice gets louder as she calls to me, the desperation in her voice
seeping through the fog that is clouding my mind.With approximately seven billion people in the
world, I wonder how one person’s voice can have such an effect. I imagine I am stronger than I
used to be, more resilient. That I am the master of my destiny and everyone is a pawn in my
game—not the other way around. Because if I am the poker chip, then I have to wait to see how
I’ll be played. The unknown is the hardest. Which might explain why we try so hard to rule our
worlds. It is the only hope we have to make sense of our lives.Noises of the city waft through the
open window. My apartment sits on the tenth floor, but the honk of the yellow cabs and the
sounds of people moving on the streets below easily make their way up. Though winter has
arrived, the only signs within the skyscraper walls of Manhattan are heavy jackets and the smell
of salt mixed with remnants of snow on the streets. Otherwise, no one misses a step. A fortitude I
have come to admire in the three months since my arrival.I glance around, staring at the framed
pictures that fill this temporary home. Every place I have been, memorialized forever on glossy
paper. Through the prism of a camera lens, I have seen the beauty of the world. Monuments
created by humans stand in competition with art sculpted by nature. Each image serves as a
reminder that a light shines through so many people, and yet, no matter how far I run, I cannot
seem to escape my shadow.“Come home. Please. I need you. We need you. Your father, Brent,
he . . .” My mother’s—Ranee’s—voice falters. A woman who rarely spoke during my childhood
now says so much: “Sonya, he’s in a coma. I don’t know how long he has.”As if my father is here,
in the sanctuary I have created, I feel his breath on me as my own comes in gasps. I clutch the
counter behind me, pressing my fingers against the cool tile. Images of the past fill the room,
each one stronger than the last. Shaking my head, I grip the tile harder, my muscles constricting



with the effort. Finally, the pain breaks the noose of the past tightening around me and I can
breathe again.Closing my eyes, I try to imagine him lying in a hospital bed, dependent upon
machines to keep him alive. It seems impossible to believe. Yet I am sure my mother is not
playing a game. Over six years have passed since I left her on the doorstep, watching as I drove
away. Not once since then has she asked me to come home. Or begged to see the daughter she
bore and raised. Her anguish is not a ploy, but nonetheless I am helpless to ease her pain.I stare
at the evidence of my travels, each photograph proof of my desperate search for a place to call
home. Now, the only home I have ever known beckons, demands my return. I am a grown
woman, capable of making my own choices, but there is no choice to be made. The secrets my
sisters and I hold like a lifeline are drumming within me, a steady, relentless beat. The secrets
are demanding to be free, heard by the world. Yet, I am not ready. I fear I never will be.Because if
they are free, then where does that leave me?MARINShe sits with him because she has no
place else to go. As the oldest of the three sisters, she has been with him the longest. For some
that status would be cause for celebration, the child who had her parents first. For Marin, it is
simply more proof that good fortune has to be made—it is not given. She was the first in line for
everything—the first disappointment, the first heartbreak. Her sisters, Trisha and Sonya,
watched her, learning from her example. When she refused to cry, she told herself it was for
them. To show them that strength was the better option. Now, as an adult, when her face
remains dry, void of tears, she accepts that the cause is her inability to feel.Marin crosses one
pantsuit leg over the other. She glances at her watch—seven in the morning. Earlier, Raj assured
Marin he would have Gia ready and off to school on time. Marin’s not worried. At fifteen, Gia sets
her own schedule and follows it in exacting detail. Never a minute off. Marin is incredibly proud of
her daughter’s self-imposed structure, which will serve her well in her career. She applauds
herself for her daughter’s trait. Since she’s always been the same way, it’s normal her daughter
would follow.Having climbed the ranks in her finance company to CFO quickly and efficiently,
Marin understands there were those who viewed her with contempt. Names whispered behind
her back as she chaired meetings and led the company through mergers and acquisitions, one
success following another. She worked hard for her place in the world. Others’ jealousies or
opinions are not her problem, and she will not allow them to constrain her. She knows plenty of
women whose self-esteem is based on the estimations of others. They choose the clothes that
are in fashion, even if they don’t suit their taste. They let their colleagues define the boundaries
of their careers. Live their lives according to strangers’ rules. Marin congratulates herself for
being above the rest. For standing in a place of her own making, for earning her success and
creating her perfect life.Marin took her mother’s call about Brent the morning before, while sitting
in her office’s leather chair. After a few minutes listening to the details, she explained she was
late for a meeting. She assured Ranee she would try to stop by the hospital that night, but it had
taken her a full day before she finally made it to his bedside.“Happy birthday to me, Daddy,”
Marin says. She smooths the hospital sheet over his body. Though he is in his early sixties, his
face shows few signs of age.It’s funny, I don’t feel older. She pulls her hair back, a nervous



gesture from childhood. She’s noticed Gia doing the same recently, and makes a mental note to
speak to her daughter about it. Nervous habits are a sign of weakness, of vulnerability. Gia can’t
afford such displays during college interviews. Regardless that they are two years away. As a
sophomore, Gia arguably still has time to prepare for soul-searching questions by the
interviewers who will determine her future. The time is now to plant the seeds to enjoy the fruits
of the tree.Marin had not told Raj she was coming to the hospital this morning. He assumed she
had an early meeting, and she said nothing to correct his assumption. Not a lie, but a truth left
unspoken. One of hundreds over the course of their marriage. In an arranged wedding, they
came together as strangers, and they went on to build a life with each other. Their daughter was
the result.“Do you remember my first birthday in America?” Marin asks aloud, watching Brent for
a sign that he can hear her. None comes; it is the first time she can remember him silent. Unable
to afford a party, Brent had taken Marin to the local ice-cream store for a birthday cone. They left
Trisha at home with Ranee—Sonya wasn’t born yet. Marin’s birthday was her special day. Brent
told her she could have a double scoop, so she perused all the options carefully. The smell of
cream and sugar saturated the air, making her mouth water.“Hurry,” Brent said. He was still in his
work clothes. He hadn’t found a job as an engineer, so his uniform was soiled with the oil from
the gas station where he worked. “Choose.”Marin nodded, but, caught up in the excitement, she
failed to notice her father’s growing agitation. “May I try this one?” she asked the teenager
behind the counter.“Sure.” Bored, he took a tiny pink spoon and scooped out a small amount.
Marin savored the melting milk on her tongue. In India, sherbet was the closest thing they had to
ice cream. It paled in comparison. Marin had never had anything so delectable before.“It is
wonderful,” she said in perfect English. “Thank you. May I try another?”The boy shrugged,
unmoved by her excitement. “Yeah. Which one?”Marin tried three more before finally deciding on
one scoop of vanilla and one of chocolate. “Thank you, Sir,” she said to the boy while her father
paid. They walked out of the store and started back toward their apartment, Marin licking each
side carefully to make sure not even one drop would fall. Daring to take a full bite, she closed her
eyes at the taste of the two flavors combined.“It is so wonderful, Daddy. You must taste it.” Marin
held her thin arm up, carefully balancing the cone for him to taste. Just as Brent bent down to
take a lick, Marin’s arm wobbled and the melting ice cream scoops fell out of the cone,
splattering on the ground below. Tears filled her eyes, but before they spilled out, she felt the slap
across her face. Shocked, Marin glanced at her father in confusion. It was the first time he had
raised his hand to her.“Look what you did,” Brent barked. Stepping over the puddle, he continued
walking, leaving Marin to stare after him. “What a waste. I never should have bought it for you.”It
was an important lesson to Marin, one she didn’t forget: never depend on another person for
your happiness. If someone had the authority to give, then he or she had the authority to take
away.TRISHAI recheck the dining room table to make sure each setting is in its place, and I wipe
the glassware. Every wineglass is set exactly five inches from the plate. I have used my best
silverware, a gift to myself after my wedding. The smell of simmering chicken drifts in from the
kitchen. Eloise, our housekeeper, has been with us for the last two years. Though she is not



Indian, she has learned to make my favorite dishes. My mother has spent hours patiently
teaching her just the right amount of cumin to mix with ginger and red pepper to enhance the
flavor of cooked vegetables. As I get older, I find myself craving almost daily the authentic Indian
meals I grew up eating. Eric laughs at me whenever I tell him that. Twelve years older, he insists
that at thirty I am still a child.“Everything looks perfect. As always,” Eric whispers. He wraps his
arms around my waist from behind, his fingers sneaking below my shirt to touch my bare
stomach. It is flat, thanks to the hours I spend in the gym. “Are you OK?”I lean my head back, just
for a moment, absorbing his strength before stepping out of his arms to face him. His green eyes
fill with warmth and kindness. I run my fingers through his blond waves and rest them on his
nape. “I want everything to go right for Mama.” I glance around my immaculate house. She is
standing by the window, waiting. Resentment starts to rise in my throat, but I swallow it. This is
not the time. “She hasn’t seen Sonya in years.”“Neither have you.”I fill the crystal pitcher with
water, set it in the middle of the table, and take a moment to admire the display. An elaborate
celebration to welcome home the sister who abandoned us years ago. Eric watches me, waiting
for an answer that I don’t have. “It doesn’t matter,” I finally say. “She made her choice.” One I have
never understood but have had to accept.“I look forward to meeting her.”Growing up, Sonya and
I shared everything. That she has never met my husband is still difficult for me to believe. I sent
her the wedding invitation, called her with the details, but she never showed. Leaving me without
a maid of honor. Our oldest sister, Marin, stepped in as I knew she would. And did so without
mentioning that she was second choice or that I had waited until minutes before I was set to walk
down the aisle to ask her. Marin stood at the altar and later around the fire as I married Eric in
two elaborate ceremonies symbolizing both our faiths.“Mummy is clearly excited,” Marin says,
coming in from the living room where she was helping Gia with algebra. Each sister uses her
own name for our parents. I refer to them affectionately, Mama and Papa, while Marin has never
lost use of the traditional Mummy and Daddy. For the life of me I can’t remember what Sonya
calls them, maybe because I rarely heard her call out for them. “She’s been standing by the
window for the last hour.”Marin has wrapped her hair tightly into a bun. She stripped off her suit
jacket when she arrived, leaving her in a silk shirt and tailored pants that emphasize her slim
body, fit from hours of working and stress. She is older than I am by five years, but no one would
ever guess we are sisters. Her golden-brown hair, kissed by the California sun, has streaks of
blond that genetics fails to explain. Mom swears Marin’s deep-green eyes come from a distant
great-aunt. Growing up, everyone assumed Sonya and I were the only biological sisters. There
were times we were almost identical in looks. Not that Sonya would agree. She swore I was the
pretty one. My looks were the reason my parents’ friends called me the princess of the house.
The only explanation for the childhood I had.“Shall I serve dinner?” Eloise pokes her head out of
the kitchen. Raised in Mexico, she has no family to call her own in the States.I glance at the slim
gold watch peppered with diamonds that encircles my wrist. A gift from Eric to celebrate our fifth
wedding anniversary. After his recent promotion to CEO of his company, what once were
luxuries had suddenly become necessities. “Her flight should have arrived. Let’s wait another



fifteen minutes.”“If she decided to come. We don’t know for sure she is on the flight.” It is Marin’s
way to be blunt, to say things as they are. Mama turns her face toward us, a fleeting look of pain
before she masks it.“I’m sure she’ll be here soon.” Mama’s voice lacks its normal strength. A
pinched smile replaces the full one that graced her face earlier. She pulls her wool cardigan tight
around her even though the sun is out and a warm breeze permeates the air. She stopped
wearing saris after I got married. Said there was no need to keep up the traditions of the past. If
Papa had a problem with the change in her attire, he never mentioned it in front of me. “She
called me right before boarding.”“That doesn’t mean she boarded.” Marin refuses to let the
subject drop.I catch Mama’s eye, offering her silent support without alienating my sister. We
learned the steps of this dance years ago, my mother and I tiptoeing around Marin’s words. It
was an unspoken agreement we made when Marin moved back to town. Never allow Marin’s
way to break the fragile family we have left. Having already lost Sonya because of our past, my
mother refused to lose another daughter.“Well, if nothing else, all of us will have a lovely belated
birthday dinner for Marin. Eloise has outdone herself yet again.” I hand a bottle of wine to Eric.
“Honey, why don’t you pour us some?”With an ease born of practice, he uncorks the bottle and
pours the red liquid. As I watch the crystal glasses fill, I remember Sonya and me playing make-
believe as children. Whether I was the restaurant owner, hostess, or just woman extraordinaire, I
always made sure we toasted one another with grape juice. To us, I would say. Never finding a
reason to disagree, and happy to be playing with me, Sonya forever followed along. Since she
had always been, I assumed she always would be there, standing alongside, waiting for
whatever game I wanted to start. As adults, she was meant to be my counterpart—the other half
that made me whole. Her darkness to my light, her sadness to my happiness.I watch my mother
wait, her lowered head betraying her heavy heart. When Sonya left, emptiness settled over our
lives. Mama rarely mentions her, almost believing if we never say her name then she isn’t really
gone. I tried to suffocate my loneliness with other sources—Eric, my home, Mama and Papa—
but nothing quite filled the void she left.I learned something important the day Sonya departed:
you cannot keep someone who has already left you behind. No matter what I needed or wanted,
Sonya put herself first; I was last. For a while, I went through the motions each day. Soon
enough, I forgot that there was someone missing. Only now, with the thought of her return, do I
recognize anew the cavity left in my being. But I can’t show my excitement. If she fails to show, if
she disappoints us by maintaining the status quo, then I am left once again, still waiting.“She’s
here!” Gia comes running in from the den, still holding the math book Marin bought at an
education store. She’s a striking replica of Marin, the only difference between the two being the
couple of inches in height Gia has over her mother. At fifteen, she looks like a woman. “She’s
paying the cab driver.”I release a sigh I didn’t realize I was holding. Clasping my own hands
together, I watch Mama. She turns, having missed seeing Sonya’s arrival because she was
distracted with the conversation. A sheen of tears covers her eyes before she quickly blinks
them away. She straightens her spine, reaching her full height of just over five feet. Stepping
quickly to the door, she pauses before opening it. We gather around her, waiting for her to



welcome her lost daughter home.“Mama?” I reach out, covering her hand on the knob with my
own. “She’s waiting.”“Of course.” A small laugh, filled with disbelief. She opens the door quickly,
biting her lip at the sight that greets her. “Sonya.”Sonya’s hair is longer than I remember, and she
is thinner than I have ever seen her. Her jeans and thick sweater seem out of place in
comparison to my spring dress. Lines of stress surround her eyes and mouth. At twenty-seven,
three years younger than I am, her empty smile is that of someone years older.“It’s been a long
time.” Sonya hesitates, almost unsure how to react to the reception that greets her. She steps
toward our mother, on autopilot it seems, pulling her in for a perfunctory hug. Her arms tighten
briefly around Mama before she drops them back to her side. “Marin? It’s good to see you.” They
embrace lightly, their years of living apart creating a greater distance than a difference in age
ever could. “Trisha?” She says it on a laugh, her eyes finally filling with emotion. She walks
toward me, her arms outstretched. I grab her hand, my little sister, and pull her in tight. “I’ve
missed you.” It is a whisper in my hair, her words so quiet they are almost lost.My throat
convulses, the words refusing to come. She is here, after I have spent so many years wanting
and wondering. I start to feel the emptiness recede as her presence fills me. As a child I took her
for granted. Now I know I will never do so again. My tears fall onto her shoulder as we hold one
another. I wrap the palm of my hand around the back of her head, as a mother would hold a
child. I bring her in closer, sure if I keep her tight enough she will never leave again. Filled with
desperation and relief, I whisper back, “Welcome home.”To anyone watching, we are a normal
family. Food passes around and plates fill to overflowing. The family finishes the bottle of wine as
Sonya regales us with tales of her extensive travels. From Alaska to Russia, she has lived in
every place imaginable. She tells Gia of riding an elephant in Thailand and flying in a propeller
plane over glaciers in Alaska.“Where did you live?” Gia is enthralled. “Moving place to place
must have been hard.”“It was worth it,” Sonya says. She avoids meeting anyone’s searching
gaze. Fiddling with her linen napkin, she folds it into a perfect square. “For the pictures.”“You
should have come home.” Mama’s voice is low, but nonetheless it silences the chatter. “Your
travels took you very far away.” She immigrated to America from India over twenty-five years ago,
but a slight accent remains.“It was my job,” Sonya answers quietly.“And when you weren’t doing
your job? Where were you then?” Mama wipes her mouth with her napkin.A palpable tension
settles over the table. Sonya glances at me, unsure. Suddenly I see the little girl who cowered in
our bedroom, sure the blanket on our bed would protect her. The one who laughed so she
wouldn’t cry.“She’s home now,” I say. “That’s all that matters, right?” Not waiting for an answer, I
call out, “Eloise.” She pops her head out. “Please bring out the birthday cake and dessert.” She
has made fresh gulab jambu, Sonya’s favorite from childhood. Fried wheat balls steeped in
sugary syrup. Sonya used to eat at least half a dozen every time Mama made them.I begin to
clear the table. Eric immediately stands to help, as does Raj, Marin’s husband. Raj has remained
quiet throughout the meal. He often says very little, choosing to let Marin steer the conversations
as she wishes. “As soon as dessert is served, we should start to make plans to visit Papa.” I
stack the fine china carefully and hand the plates to Eric to take to the kitchen. “He is only



allowed two family members at a time during visiting hours, but I’m sure the doctor will make an
exception for a special event.”“How is he?” Sonya stares at her clasped hands. Both men and
Gia are in the kitchen, leaving only us women at the table.Before I can answer, Marin says, “He’s
in a coma.” Her voice is devoid of all emotion. “The doctor says it doesn’t look good.”I flinch,
seeing him lying in the hospital bed, tubes keeping him alive. Every morning I visit him as soon
as I awake, each time harder than the last. But as the favored daughter, it is my responsibility to
return the gift of his love. I accept my duty graciously.“Is he expected to come out of it?” Sonya
has found her footing. She stares directly at Marin, two equals discussing the situation. Watching
them, I notice their similarities are striking. Both highly educated, focused on their careers.
Neither makes any apologies for her life choices—regardless of whom they hurt. They are both
beautiful but neither bothers to enhance their looks. They are my sisters but often I wondered if I
was the only real daughter while they were pretending. Like stepchildren, they were never
allowed to forget their place: a few steps outside the circle of the real family.“I’m surprised you
care.” Marin sits back in her chair, assessing the woman Sonya has become.I find myself doing
the same. If I am honest, we are strangers sitting together. Though we lived in the same house,
survived similar ordeals, we have each grown to become our own women. With time we have
learned to hold our secrets close rather than share. It is our conditioning, what is expected of a
good Indian woman. We learned from a young age not to share our heartbreak, our despairs. It
may cause others to view you with a negative eye, think less of you.“Why is that?” Sonya
demands. She straightens in her chair. Refusing to apologize for her escape, she stares without
flinching.“Because you haven’t for so many years.”Every instinct demands I call a truce. As if it is
my duty to assure both of them that there is no wrongdoing, no matter what anyone believes.
Before I can speak, Sonya does. With her words, I shut my eyes, feeling the fragile ties of my
family begin to unravel further.“I could say the same about you,” she bites. Her bitterness has
become more powerful with time. “I don’t remember you looking over your shoulder when you
left us behind at twenty-one.”“I got married,” Marin argues. “And I came back.”“So did I.” Sonya,
finished with the battle, turns toward me. “Do they know why he fell into a coma?”“It does not
matter,” Mama says, answering before I can. She glances at both Marin and Sonya, relaying a
silent message—enough. She moves on to me, rewarding me with a smile for always being the
stable one. The daughter who never makes unnecessary waves. “It is as it is. We must focus on
the future.” She stands, finished with their antics and leaving no room for more. “If he does not
come out of it, then we must prepare for the cremation, the spreading of his ashes.”“And if he
does?” I have to ask the question. I have not given up hope, though I understand why she has.
“What then?”“Then we go back to the way things were.”I check the lock on the front door and set
the security system. Under the illumination of the red blinking light, I walk around my darkened
home, straightening sofa pillows and pushing in the dining-room chairs. Eloise cleaned up and
left hours ago. Everyone followed her out soon after. Sonya went home with Mama, and Marin
and Raj left with Gia. We promised to meet at the hospital tomorrow.“It went well.” Eric sneaks up
on me. His tie is undone and his hair disheveled from the unexpected conference call he just



finished. “Even under the circumstances.” He kisses my neck, pushing my hair out of the way for
better access. I moan as he kneads my shoulders, his fingers slowly traveling down my back. His
hands settle on my hips and he brings me in tighter. “Are you ovulating?”For four years, Eric has
wanted a child. Twice he was sure I was pregnant, only for me to watch him grieve when my
period arrived. Having been raised in an orphanage, Eric is anxious to have a large family. He fell
in love with our five-bedroom house and bought it specifically to raise children in. It took us three
months to perfect the room down the hall from ours as a nursery. It sits empty, waiting for the
cries of a child.“Yes,” I say, though he already has the answer. He has my schedule memorized
better than I do. My ovulation cycle and then my period, in their respective orders. My mind
wanders back to my family. “Mama and Sonya—do you think they’re OK?”He sighs as his hands
drop away. When I turn to face him, his eyes soften. He cradles my cheek in his palm. “Your mom
called her. Asked her to come home. They’ll figure their way out.” He tucks a strand of my hair
behind my ear. “You still haven’t answered my question from before. Are you OK?”“She’s
changed,” I say. “Looks older, more tired.” But she’s home and for that I’m grateful, I think.“She’s
not what I expected.”Eric has seen pictures of Sonya in the album. Most show a young girl
staring silently into the camera. She was always more comfortable behind the lens than in front
of it. The last picture I have is the night of her college graduation. Summa cum laude from
Stanford. The whole family gathered to celebrate her achievement. But it wasn’t enough for
Papa. That night he repeated what he had said so many times before: Sonya never should have
been born. But that wasn’t what caused Sonya to flee. It was what Mama said later that broke
her. Neither of us imagined Sonya would decide to leave us that day. Say good-bye with the plan
never to return.“What did you expect?” I ask.“Someone damaged.” He says it without hesitation,
though he has never before offered an opinion on her. “The way you’ve talked about her all these
years—I just assumed she would be . . .” He pauses. “Someone who doesn’t know her way.” He
bends down and brushes my lips lightly with his own. “Unlike you.”“I know my way?”“That’s what
I love about you. You’re amazing.”I stiffen, though he fails to notice. I am not amazing, the voice
within me cries. Look at me carefully—there are scars. Yet, I am ashamed for complaining. My
sisters yearned for love while I received it unconditionally. I was special, loved completely.“You
are so beautiful,” he whispers. He unbuttons my dress. Pulling it off my shoulders, he bares me to
the waist. His fingers deftly undo my bra, and he cups one breast in his palm, teasing the nipple.
“Tonight could be the night.”For a baby. Those are the words he doesn’t say. Can’t say because
he wants it so much.“Just a minute,” I say. He watches me, confused, as I step out of his arms
and into the bathroom. I slip my arms back into my dress. The vanity mirror reveals a haunted
woman, one who can’t see the truth. I ignore her, my hand on my stomach, as I stare at the only
truth I know. I take a deep breath and exhale, my decision made years ago.SONYAMy childhood
home holds me like a steel trap. Once inside, I feel the walls close around me, welcoming me
like a spider into its web. Mom is busy switching on the lights, having laid her purse down on the
cherrywood end table by the front door. A crystal bowl once graced the tabletop. A cherished
birthday gift Mom’s brother got her in Switzerland. It was smashed years ago. As Mom and I



were on our knees cleaning up the shards, she had murmured her belief that the piece was
unbreakable.I close the French doors behind me and lock them. I am always locking doors. Car
doors, bedroom doors, even my bathroom door, though I live alone. A few steps farther and I am
in the foyer. The house is exactly as I remember it. Sparse decorations scattered against the
stark white paint. My parents bought the home when I was still a child. It was time to arrange
Marin’s wedding, and the small two-bedroom home we lived in at the time would not attract
reputable suitors. This place showed the world that we were successful, that we were worthy of
having a son from a fine family marry Marin. Apparently it worked, because soon after moving in,
Marin was betrothed to Raj, a man she had met only once.“Your bedroom is the same,” Mom
says, coming in from the kitchen. She hands me a cup of chai from a pot that is always
simmering. “I left it, in case you . . .” She stops, catching herself. She motions for me to follow her
back into the kitchen, where she opens the refrigerator. “There is juice, milk, fruit.” Pointing to a
door down the hall, she says, “The bathroom is there. The shower is fully stocked with shampoo,
gel, anything you may need.” She points to another door. “Linens, towels in there.”“Mom.” I set
the chai cup down on the marble island that sits in the middle of the immaculate room. Memories
fill the air, of us sitting there, legs swinging, as we ate breakfast. Trisha and I fighting over the
Sunday comics as Mom tried to keep us quiet. Dad liked to sleep in on Sunday mornings, and
we knew better than to wake him up. “I know where everything is. I used to live here.”She brings
her hands together, clasping them in front of her still body. She closes her eyes and nods once.
“Of course.” She is smaller than I remember her. Her hair is dyed pitch-black from a mix of henna
and coloring. Her face, once drawn and tired, seems more alive, refreshed. She looks younger
without reason to. “I just thought—because it has been a very long time.”The question hangs in
the air between us. It is what I dreaded the most when I packed my bags in New York. I could
remind her of the words she spoke to me the night of the graduation. The truth I had always
suspected, but never wanted to believe. But that would mean bringing up a past that demands to
remain buried. The only acceptable answer is an apology for choosing to walk alone rather than
among them. I rehearse the words that tell her it was my only means of survival. My way of living
with the memories and still forging ahead. However, the explanation sounds hollow to my own
ears. Because my escape only meant her burden became more weighted.Thinking it safest to
say nothing about that, I change the topic. “How have you been doing? In the house without
him?”“It is quiet,” she says. “I have never known such silence.” She plays with the hem of her
cardigan, wrinkles on her fingers that formed since I last saw her. “I play music now. All the time.”
She gives me a small smile, the first one I have seen since my arrival home. “Music from India.
Songs that were in films from my childhood. They sell them now, on CDs labeled Old is Gold.
Amazing.”I laugh without meaning to. He never liked music. Said it gave him a headache. But this
small taste of freedom has brought her a rare happiness. Taken aback at first, she offers another
wavering smile before laughing with me. Soon we are both laughing hard, in a way that was
always disallowed. Filled with relief and hope. He’s not here, and though memories of him
permeate the air, we are still able to breathe freely.“I would love to hear some of the songs.” In



leaving California and my family, I also left my heritage. No more trips to the temple on Sunday.
No Indian clothes for Diwali or Holi. When Bollywood films were offered in the mainstream
theaters, I chose another option.“Yes,” she says, excited. “Tomorrow morning, as you have
breakfast, I will play them.” She takes a step toward me, one of the few times she has ever done
so. Without thinking, I cringe. Seeing my reaction, she stops and immediately turns toward the
bedrooms. The moment is lost. “You must sleep. Long flight. And tomorrow we have to . . .”“Go to
the hospital.”“Yes. We must go see your father.”My room is the same as when I left it. The books
that offered me my only escape still line the shelves. Grabbing a worn one, I thumb through it. A
story of a young man who overcomes great loss to find happiness. It was a favorite of mine. I
read it often as a teenager, hoping for clues from his survival to help navigate my own. Running
my hands over the spines of others, I realize each one is a survival story. All the characters face
insurmountable odds in their quests to find themselves. My legs begin to buckle under me.
Whether from the long flight or the weight of the day is difficult to determine.Settling down on the
edge of my bed, I stare at the emptiness around me. How many times did I crave to be away
from here, this room, this home, this life? The nights I covered my face with a pillow, hoping to
muffle my tears as sounds echoed through the house. I would crawl out of bed and lock the
bedroom door, both guilt and fear warring within me.“Do you have everything?” Mom opens the
door, shocking me out of my reverie. Her weathered fingers clutch the doorknob. She doesn’t
cross the threshold between the hallway and my room, choosing instead to maintain the false
distance the line helps to create.“Yes,” I murmur. “Thank you.” She never checked on me before.
Maybe she was too afraid of what she would find. “Good-night.”She waits and for just a moment
we stare at one another, both quiet. Nodding, she returns, “Good-night.”I lock the door after she
leaves. Taking the desk chair, I nudge it against the doorknob. It is the only way I can sleep at
night. It is the only way I know how to stay safe. That and to keep running. Because as long as
you keep running, they can never catch you. Never get caught. Never, ever get caught. I repeat
the words to myself as I lie down on the bed, searching for the peace that sleep will bring, finding
none.MARINMarin watches, her eyelids lowered to slits. The Indian community members mill
about, painting her feet with traditional henna for her upcoming wedding. Intricate designs with
no significance but patterned to exact detail. Aunts and uncles are gathered, their excitement
palpable in the evening air, as younger cousins, with years before their turn to marry, study the
scene. They try to understand the joy now and the grief tomorrow. The tears will flow from
Mummy; Trisha and Sonya will cling, wishing that it was them instead. And if not, why was she
leaving them behind?Marin had no choice. It had been decided by the date of her birth and the
family to whom she was born. She had perused suitors’ résumés here and there. Once, she had
voiced her opinion. Tossing a résumé down in disgust, she said under no condition would she
spend her life with that person. The picture was of a man who she was sure had yet to complete
the evolutionary cycle. But it was not an issue. He did not have siblings with graduate degrees.
He was not a viable candidate.“Give me your hand, Beti,” Marin’s aunt cajoles, calling Marin her
own daughter. Lines of age cover her face. “Your feet are finished.”“What?” Marin does not hear.



When her aunt fails to answer, Marin questions, “Masi?”“Beti.” Her fingers encircle Marin’s
forearm, resting inches above a deep indentation. Dead blood rings Marin’s tan wrist. Pity spills
from her aunt’s eyes. “What happened to you, child?” The wedding paste simmers, forgotten, in
a pot beside her.Marin wrenches her hand away, shaking her head. Speaking the story will make
it real.He lies there, multiple tubes keeping him alive. Marin counts five in all. One in his nose,
another down his throat, yet another in his arm. A machine tells her that his heart is still working,
sixty beats per minute. She watches the lines on the monitor, the rhythm indicating all is as it
should be. Each piece of the whole working together to keep a human being alive. The engineer
in Brent would be impressed at the systematic functioning.There are no flowers in the room.
None of them thought to bring any. Cards from well-wishers fill the room. The majority of the
Indian community reveres him. They adore him, see him as an example of the true American
dream. Having come to this country with nothing, he raised three daughters to have everything.
All while teaching them how to be proper, respectable women. They owed him their lives.“Thank
you for allowing all of us to be here,” Trisha says. She is, as always, unfailingly polite. The doctor,
who just arrived, nods while reviewing the chart. He is one of the best, the nurses assured them
upon Brent’s admittance. They gush about his skills. Yet, thus far he has failed to give them a
reason that their father is in a coma. “Our youngest sister just arrived last night,” Trisha says. The
self-appointed family spokesperson, she does her job seamlessly. “Sonya, this is Dr. David Ford.
Dr. Ford, our sister Sonya.”“A pleasure to meet you. Everyone, please call me David.” He holds
out his hand to Sonya. His gaze lingers on her. She has brushed out her hair, allowing it to fall
around her shoulders. A long-sleeved black cotton top rests atop a pair of slim jeans. Her face is
free of all makeup, and the boots she wears are better suited for the New York weather she was
living in. Marin’s little sister has grown up to be a beautiful woman.“Doctor.” She releases David’s
hand quickly. “What is the prognosis?”Though her retreat is obvious, David fails to react. “On the
Glasgow Coma Scale, he’s registering at a three. In English, that means he’s in a deep
unconscious state. There is no definitive answer as to when he will come out of it.”“But he will?”
Sonya pushes for more.Marin hears the fear in her sister’s voice. Unlike Trisha, Marin
understands Sonya’s plea. She is asking the doctor to give them hope.“Not for sure—I’m sorry,”
he says, misunderstanding.He looks around, gathering the whole family in his gaze. He is quiet,
offering the calm before the impending storm. The battle of life versus death, both respectable
warriors depending upon the perspective. But little does he know the war has already been
fought.“Some patients never come out and then the family has to decide to . . .” He pauses, his
unspoken words an offer, should they wish to take it.“Pull the plug.” Sonya says it matter-of-factly,
without any emotion. She has masked the fear that was obvious to Marin only seconds ago. “And
without the machines?”“Though he is technically in a coma, essentially a deep sleep, his body is
reliant upon the respirator and fluids.” David slips his hands into his pockets, his white coat
pushed back. A stethoscope hangs around his neck. Marin assumes he is younger than she is,
but recently she has begun to believe everyone is. “When he was admitted, he was in respiratory
failure. The respirator helps his body to breathe.” He pauses, trying to prepare them for the news



that no family could bear to hear. With a deep sigh and sympathy mixed with apology, he says,
“Without the respirator, he wouldn’t get enough oxygen.”Sonya listens carefully, analyzing every
word. “And without oxygen he would die.”Marin watches her, still smarting from their encounter
the night before. Sonya was born after their arrival in America. Their parents had made plans to
abort her—she was an accident, after all. A broken condom brought her to life. Cheap latex
bought from a discount store in India and stuffed into the suitcase set for the States. Marin heard
the story often growing up. In front of Sonya, Brent would repeat the tale, each time laughing
louder than before. An elaborate joke no one understood.The cost of another child was too high,
and an abortion was the obvious choice. But Brent was desperate for a son. Using a low-cost
ultrasound machine, the community clinic doctor made an educated guess and told them it was
a boy. Overjoyed, Brent made the decision for Ranee to continue with the pregnancy, taking
extra shifts to cover the cost of the medical care. At the birth, fury filled Brent’s face when the
doctor announced he had another daughter.Once born, Sonya became Marin’s responsibility
while their mother worked in the local factory making children’s underwear. Marin changed
Sonya’s diaper, fed her milk from a bottle, and bathed her when she spit up. Before hitting
puberty, Marin was already a mother.“How long will it take him to die? If they pull the plug?” Gia
asks. She’s been sitting quietly next to Raj. Still in her tennis uniform from her lesson that
morning, she crosses one slim leg over the other. Tendrils from her ponytail fall onto her face,
giving the false illusion that she is younger than her years.“Gia,” Marin says, raising her voice to
grab her attention. At that specific pitch, her voice sounds exactly like Brent’s. “This is not the
place for you to speak. Dr. Ford is very busy.”“It’s fine.” David smiles to ease the sting of Marin’s
rebuke. “Your question is very important.” He is kind to Gia though he does not have to be. “As
doctors, we need to know exactly how long the body will survive. It will help us minimize the
amount of suffering.”“He will be in pain?” Ranee steps forward, demanding David’s attention.
She has stayed primarily in the background, listening rather than speaking.It has always been
their mother’s way to observe instead of lead. They say a child chooses one parent as a model
to replicate. Marin made the decision as a young girl that it would not be Ranee. It wasn’t
conscious or a process she gave much thought to. In fact, if asked now she would struggle to
pinpoint the exact moment. But it was very simple really. Given the choice between strong and
weak, it seemed obvious to her to choose strength, no matter what form it came in.“He will feel
the hunger, the loss of breath?” Ranee asks.“We would do everything in our power to make sure
he doesn’t. I promise you that.” David takes her hand and squeezes it once. Marin catches the
interplay.Ranee nods, turning to Brent’s still body in the hospital bed. After his arrival at the
hospital via ambulance, they dressed him in a gown—one he would surely hate. Always
meticulous with his clothes—every shirt pressed and his pants crease free—he demanded his
children be the same.“He does not like to suffer.” Ranee wraps her arms around her small
frame.No, Marin agrees, he does not like to suffer.Marin’s breaths become shallow, suddenly
harder to draw than moments before. The memories from childhood swim together, as her
fingers begin to tingle, each one starting to go numb. Everyone’s voices are far away, though



they stand right next to her. She shakes her head, trying to clear the cobwebs that suddenly fill it.
Closing her eyes, she counts to ten quietly, hoping the exercise will lead her back to normality.
When she reopens them, she sees no one has noticed her distress. They’re still talking among
themselves, their attention on Brent. Lowering her head, she stares at her shoes. The ground
beneath her begins to rotate. It is a panic attack, she knows. Though it’s been years since her
last one, they are always the same. Her heart rate accelerates as her body shuts down. But she
refuses it. She will not succumb to its power.She pulls out her phone, focusing on the only lifeline
she knows. Fifty new messages fill her mailbox. Work demanding her attention is her only
reprieve from the father who lies dying. She is grateful for the distraction. “Mummy,” she says. Her
breath begins to even out, but her heart still beats as if she ran a marathon. Almost an hour has
passed since she entered the hospital room. Three conference calls have been scheduled since
her arrival. Additional homework she created for Gia waits in the car. Math problems guaranteed
to keep her in honors next year. “We need to leave. It is late.” She motions for Gia and Raj to
follow her out.“We have just arrived.” Ranee grasps Gia’s hand, pulling her in close. “Let us all
stay a bit longer.”“Marin, it is still early.” Raj has not risen from his seat. He assures Ranee with a
smile. “We will sit a while longer, Mummy.”“No, we will not.” Marin swallows a yell. Everyone starts
to stare at her but their faces are unclear. Anger at their defiance mixes with the past and creeps
into her being. “Raj, I envy your free time, but I don’t have the same luxury. I have a lot of work to
do and Gia has math problems waiting.”“It’s Saturday,” Gia says. She looks to Ranee for support.
“Sonya masi just came,” she says, giving Sonya the traditional name for a mother’s sister. “I want
to hear more stories.”“You heard plenty of stories last night.” Marin cautions herself to slow down,
but there is no stopping.David shifts uncomfortably, caught in the middle of the family drama
Marin is creating. A voice whispers inside her head to stop, to let it be. A few more minutes will
not hurt. But there is another voice—this one much louder—demanding that her authority not be
questioned. Her control will not be compromised. They believe her weak but she is not. She
never will be. “Raj, get up now. Gia, let’s go.”She walks out, unable to face what she created. Her
heels snap against the hospital floor as she rushes down the hall toward the elevators. Pushing
the down button three times, she watches impatiently as the numbers slowly light up with the
elevator’s descent. The steel doors finally open, revealing an empty car. Stepping in, she waits
for them to shut. Only then does she lay her head against the mirrored wall, taking deep breaths.
A caricature of herself stares back, watching her breakdown with dispassion.“I am fine,” she
whispers. Rubbing her hands over her face, she expects to wipe away tears. But her face is dry.
There have not been tears since she was young. Straightening her spine, she pulls her hair
back. As she gathers the loose tendrils, she puts her emotions in check. Within minutes she is
back to how she feels safest. In complete control.Smoothing the creases in her shirt, she
catches her eye in the mirrored doors, and nods once to herself in approval. Pulling out her cell
phone, she flips through the messages. Work started for her at five a.m. and usually ended after
midnight. When she became pregnant with Gia, she worried how her career would be impacted.
In hindsight there was no real need for concern. She worked right up to her labor. A driver



chauffeured her straight to the hospital after a board meeting. Five days later, Marin was back at
work.She hands her valet ticket to the small man at the counter, waiting impatiently while he
searches for her keys. “It’s those, right there,” Marin says, pointing to her set among the dozens.
He checks her ticket stub against the tag on the key chain. To keep from snapping at him to
hurry, she starts to dial her assistant when Raj and Gia come up behind her.“Were you planning
on waiting for us?” Raj asks.“I told you I have work.” Marin takes in Gia and her demeanor
relaxes. She runs her hand down her daughter’s hair. “You have a test on Monday, Beti. It is
important you study, right?” She is about to pull Gia in for a hug when her phone buzzes.
Glancing down to see the caller, Marin murmurs, “We have very little time before college
applications.”“Yes.” Gia steps closer to her father. He slips his arm around her shoulders. “I have
to get into a good college.”Marin stiffens at their easy affection, wishing she had the same
camaraderie. “Not just a good college,” Marin says, texting her assistant to prepare a file. Marin
repeats the list of their top choices from memory. “Harvard or Yale will open many doors for you.
Brown, Princeton, Chicago, and Pennsylvania are also acceptable, but only if Harvard or Yale fall
through.”“Berkeley would be brilliant also,” Raj says. His arm still around her, he smiles down at
their only child. “I don’t know if I can send my little girl across the country for school.”“We don’t
have to discuss this now,” Marin snaps, surprised at Raj’s words. The valet attendant has pulled
their car up and waits with the door open. “Raj, please drive. I have to return a phone call.”They
settle into their seats. Raj pulls out of the garage and onto the tree-lined Sand Hill Road, the road
connecting Palo Alto to their home in Los Altos. As he picks up speed, they pass small buildings
housing some of the most powerful venture capitalists in the world. After a few minutes of silence
Gia asks, “Daddy, what do you think of UCLA? Or maybe a small liberal arts college in Southern
California?”Tension teases up Marin’s neck like a spider with claws. The hours of work she
endures to pay for Gia to have the best of everything scratch at her eyelids, creating shooting
pain. A reminder of the sacrifices she has made so her daughter won’t lack as she did. The
memories of her own secondhand clothes still haunting, she has always bought Gia designer
clothes. Restricted from participating in any after-school activities so she could care for her
sisters, Marin insists Gia be involved in as many as possible. Swim team, tennis, dance, and
soccer just some of the commitments. Cost has never been a concern, the money irrelevant in
comparison to the benefit to her daughter.When Gia reached school age, Raj researched the
local public elementary, but Marin overrode his decision in favor of a prestigious private
collegiate school in San Jose that admitted only the elite members of their community. She was
steadfast in her decision. At forty thousand a year in tuition, Marin was sure her daughter would
get the best education available. Each choice, each activity guaranteed to Marin that she was
not a product of her past. That she had broken the cycle of hurt and disappointment, and that
her daughter was the future.“A small college?” Marin shuts off her phone and turns in her seat to
face her daughter in the back. “Gia, that is not an option.”“Why?” Gia breaks off eye contact to
stare out the window. “It could be a good school.”“Not for you it isn’t. Why would you even
mention it?” Marin demands. “I don’t want to hear about it again.”“It’s not a big deal where I go.”



Gia lowers the window. The wind blows her hair and muffles her mother’s voice. “Besides, I want
to stay close to my friends.”“Your friends?”Gia is very social. From a young age she was
comfortable with people in a way that Marin still hasn’t mastered. She would smile and start up
conversations without any self-consciousness. For Marin, whose own social interactions are
stilted and short, it was a revelation to have a daughter so rehearsed in social etiquette.“What
friends would want you to sacrifice your future for the sake of themselves?”Recently, many of
Gia’s friends had begun to date. When Gia broached the idea with Marin, her immediate
reaction was no. It would take away time from her studies. Though Gia kept asking, insisting she
should be allowed, Marin refused to change her mind. Marin never dated as a teenager. Their
culture demanded a girl be 100 percent pure before marriage. Even one date could taint her
reputation and make her an unacceptable candidate for marriage. It was not the cultural concern
that made Marin say no; it was this type of situation. Anyone having undue influence over Gia’s
life.“No one.” Gia answers quickly, without hesitation, and scoots lower into her seat. Searching
for a song on her phone, she sticks in her earphones. “Never mind. Harvard or Yale are great.
They are still my top choices.”Marin rubs lotion into her chapped hands. Years of typing have
formed calluses that refuse to disappear. Her hair, in a tight braid, falls down her back; her silk
nightgown reaches to her feet. Their live-in housekeeper retired to bed hours ago, only after
meticulously cleaning up the kitchen. Marin had eaten her dinner at her desk, with hours of work
that needed to be finished. The emotional day wore on her, and her body was demanding sleep.
But the conversation with Gia continued to replay in her head, keeping any hope of rest at
bay.“You were very tense today.” Raj exits the shower into their room, a large towel around his
waist. His hair drips droplets of water onto their carpeted floor. Recent years have added pounds
to his middle, but his arms and legs have retained their leanness from when they first married.
Black hair mixed with silver covers his brown chest, but the hair atop his head has remained its
original color. “About Gia.”“I’m fine.” She prefers not to discuss it. Their conversation in the car
made it painfully obvious to Marin that she had failed to fully explain to her daughter the value of
a good college education. She reviewed plans to rectify that immediately. A trip to tour the East
Coast and the Ivy Leagues was the obvious first step. Gia would naturally get excited about the
campuses and living across the country. Even though she still had a few years, it was time. Marin
convinced herself that Gia’s indifference was nerves—fear of living away from home. With a
game plan in mind, she felt calmer. “We should get to bed. We have an early morning
tomorrow.”“Gia’s tennis tournament.” Raj removes his towel and sets it on the hook. Naked, he
slips under the covers and watches Marin turn off the lights. “I can take her if you need to work.”A
month has passed since the last time they made love. Raj was the usual initiator, though Marin
rarely refused him. The night before her wedding she was taught that sex was a man’s right. No
matter how successful a woman became, it was her duty to fulfill her husband’s needs. It was the
only place in their relationship that Marin did not feel in complete control. No matter how often
she tried to convince herself that the pleasure was both of theirs to have, she always felt empty
and alone afterward.They had an easy pattern when they made love. Two positions, or more



often just one. He finished first, quickly. If Marin needed a release she would guide his hand
between her legs. Spooning behind her, he would rub until she found her satisfaction.
Sometimes it was quick, but if it took more than ten minutes she would pull away. Her body’s
failure to respond meant she was not ready. It was a waste of both of their time and of precious
sleep to continue trying.Tonight, however, Marin is not in the mood. She can pinpoint a number
of reasons. Work has exhausted her. The hours of reviewing documents, finalizing deals, and
instructing her team on projects seemed harder than before. The conversation with Gia. But the
scene at the hospital, if she is honest, is the real culprit. The realization that her father might
never emerge from his coma—that the man who defined her life was now losing his—jars
her.“Are you wanting to have sex?” Marin asks. Her voice is sharper than she means it to be.
Before he can answer or move toward her, Marin says, “It is probably not a good night.”“Of
course. No, it is fine.”He is embarrassed. She can hear it in his voice. In all the years they have
been married, Marin has turned him away only when she has her period or is ill. Today neither is
true. Instead, it is the chains of the past rattling. Trapped in place for so long, they became rusty
with age. With Brent in a coma, the lock seems to have loosened, but no matter how hard Marin
tries, she cannot free herself of them. She imagines her father’s disappointment in her failure to
please her husband. She shakes the thought aside and turns to the man she has shared a bed
with for years. “I have a lot on my mind,” she says as an explanation, though he did not ask for
one. “The hospital, everyone there.”“It is not a problem.” He shifts, turning his back to her. “Good-
night, Marin.”Humiliated at the panic that envelops her at the thought of her father’s demise, she
remains quiet. But because Raj doesn’t ask, she is spared from forming a response. She keeps
to herself that she is scared and alone. That she wants to be held but wouldn’t know what to do if
he offered.She lies down on the farthest side of the bed. With his back to her, there is no one left
to face but herself. Pulling the sheet over her body, she yearns for comfort that proves
inaccessible. Her mind, begging for sleep only minutes ago, now wanders. Everyone was there
for her father, wondering, watching, waiting. For what, she does not know. If he lives, then they
return to normal. Of course, their normal is not like everyone else’s. They each have their role
and are exceptional at it. Trisha is the glue that connects the family. As the favorite, she deems it
her responsibility to plan the family gatherings. As long as they break bread together, she has
her illusion of a perfect family. Trisha organizes the holiday get-togethers; whether it be Diwali or
Christmas, she makes sure that no one is left out. When Sonya left, Trisha seemed to take her
duties even more seriously. As if she could fill the void left by the sister who decided that life was
better without them than with.Marin performs her own role with precision. She is the victory story,
the example of why they came to America. The one they can point to and say, this is the reason
we endured all the heartaches. While Trisha plays the role of pampered housewife, Marin
continues to exemplify success. And her daughter is the next generation, the one who doesn’t
carry the burdens Marin did. She is free to achieve everything—she doesn’t need to get away
from any anchors.Tired of tossing, Marin slips out of bed. She can hear Raj’s quiet snoring; he
barely moves with her departure. They have never held one another at night. Both learned soon



after their wedding ceremony that they preferred their own space.With the events of the day
barking at her heels, peace eludes her. Gingerly, she finds her way down the steps in the dark. In
the light from the moon via the skylight, she pours a cup of milk and heats it. The steaming cup
warms her hands as the darkness brings her a bit of calm. She has always preferred it to
daylight. Secrets stay better hidden in darkness. Judgments fall to the wayside when there is no
light to shine upon them.The crystal clock on the mantel shows it is past midnight. A new day,
but it will be similar to other days in the way that only routine can create. Everyone awake and
ready on time. Cooked breakfast grabbed on the way out. Schedules intermingled as everyone
heads their own way. It was never how she imagined her life would be. But then, she never
imagined anything at all. Her father made all the decisions and she assumed he would
determine the pattern of her daily life also.She was thirteen when he decided her college major.
He had researched the various careers and determined that finance would give the best return
on his investment. It was irrelevant whether it fit Marin’s interests. That it did was lucky, though
Marin would never have dared to complain. Any protests would have yielded no sympathy and,
worse, might have fueled his anger. It wasn’t worth taking the chance. She took her college
courses and became an expert in her field. After graduating in two and a half years, she followed
up with an MBA. A guarantee for an easy ascension in her career, a career that means
everything to her. A livelihood for which she has only her father to thank.Still not ready for bed,
she takes a seat on the sofa. As she curls her legs beneath her, memories from the night before
her marriage begin to torment her.As Marin watches from the hallway in front of the bathroom,
Ranee places an invitation to Marin’s wedding in front of a shrine made from pictures of relatives
who’ve died. She turns on all the lights in the house and plays a tape of traditional Indian
music.In the bathroom, Sonya nudges Trisha away from the sink. “This is spooky.” She spits out
her toothpaste and gargles with the mouthwash. “Are we going to see dead people?”“Yes. A
bunch of dead people are going to come and dance around you. They’re going to get closer until
they grab you and you’re gone. Poof,” Trisha teases.“We’re not going to see dead people.” Marin
buttons her pajamas as she enters the bathroom. “It’s tradition. Mummy’s family did it when she
got married and now we do it.”“But why?” Her fear obvious, Sonya inches closer to Marin.“It’s
honoring them. Saying we wish they were here.” Marin turns to Trisha. “You need to be nicer to
her.”“She’s a baby.”“Yeah, our baby sister. You have to take care of her after I’m gone, OK?” A
desperate plea for even an insincere acquiescence. Whenever Sonya was ill, Marin had been
pulled from her junior-high classes. The nursery school would call to say Sonya had vomited
again. Marin would wait in the principal’s office, her arms resting on a stack of her assignments
for the rest of the day. Her father would summon her with a honk from the parking lot, the used,
pea-green station wagon coughing as it waited. The office secretary offered a small wave each
time, a smile to conceal her sympathy.“Whatever. Anyway, you’re coming back all the time.
Right?” The first vulnerability Trisha has shown, Marin thinks. “Things won’t change?”“It’s a little
far for that. It’ll be hard to come all the time.”“Why do you have to go live with him? Why can’t he
live here?” Sonya demands. Their bravado gone, they stare at Marin.“Those are the



rules.”“Whose rules?”“I don’t know,” Marin snaps. “Daddy found someone for me to marry, and
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WLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORSONYAMy mother’s voice echoes in the background,
her message blaring from my cell phone’s speaker. With each word come memories, filtered
through shards of broken glass. I want to, need to, shut the phone off, but my body refuses to
move. Her voice gets louder as she calls to me, the desperation in her voice seeping through the
fog that is clouding my mind.With approximately seven billion people in the world, I wonder how
one person’s voice can have such an effect. I imagine I am stronger than I used to be, more
resilient. That I am the master of my destiny and everyone is a pawn in my game—not the other
way around. Because if I am the poker chip, then I have to wait to see how I’ll be played. The
unknown is the hardest. Which might explain why we try so hard to rule our worlds. It is the only
hope we have to make sense of our lives.Noises of the city waft through the open window. My
apartment sits on the tenth floor, but the honk of the yellow cabs and the sounds of people
moving on the streets below easily make their way up. Though winter has arrived, the only signs



within the skyscraper walls of Manhattan are heavy jackets and the smell of salt mixed with
remnants of snow on the streets. Otherwise, no one misses a step. A fortitude I have come to
admire in the three months since my arrival.I glance around, staring at the framed pictures that
fill this temporary home. Every place I have been, memorialized forever on glossy paper.
Through the prism of a camera lens, I have seen the beauty of the world. Monuments created by
humans stand in competition with art sculpted by nature. Each image serves as a reminder that
a light shines through so many people, and yet, no matter how far I run, I cannot seem to escape
my shadow.“Come home. Please. I need you. We need you. Your father, Brent, he . . .” My
mother’s—Ranee’s—voice falters. A woman who rarely spoke during my childhood now says so
much: “Sonya, he’s in a coma. I don’t know how long he has.”As if my father is here, in the
sanctuary I have created, I feel his breath on me as my own comes in gasps. I clutch the counter
behind me, pressing my fingers against the cool tile. Images of the past fill the room, each one
stronger than the last. Shaking my head, I grip the tile harder, my muscles constricting with the
effort. Finally, the pain breaks the noose of the past tightening around me and I can breathe
again.Closing my eyes, I try to imagine him lying in a hospital bed, dependent upon machines to
keep him alive. It seems impossible to believe. Yet I am sure my mother is not playing a game.
Over six years have passed since I left her on the doorstep, watching as I drove away. Not once
since then has she asked me to come home. Or begged to see the daughter she bore and
raised. Her anguish is not a ploy, but nonetheless I am helpless to ease her pain.I stare at the
evidence of my travels, each photograph proof of my desperate search for a place to call home.
Now, the only home I have ever known beckons, demands my return. I am a grown woman,
capable of making my own choices, but there is no choice to be made. The secrets my sisters
and I hold like a lifeline are drumming within me, a steady, relentless beat. The secrets are
demanding to be free, heard by the world. Yet, I am not ready. I fear I never will be.Because if
they are free, then where does that leave me?SONYAMy mother’s voice echoes in the
background, her message blaring from my cell phone’s speaker. With each word come
memories, filtered through shards of broken glass. I want to, need to, shut the phone off, but my
body refuses to move. Her voice gets louder as she calls to me, the desperation in her voice
seeping through the fog that is clouding my mind.With approximately seven billion people in the
world, I wonder how one person’s voice can have such an effect. I imagine I am stronger than I
used to be, more resilient. That I am the master of my destiny and everyone is a pawn in my
game—not the other way around. Because if I am the poker chip, then I have to wait to see how
I’ll be played. The unknown is the hardest. Which might explain why we try so hard to rule our
worlds. It is the only hope we have to make sense of our lives.Noises of the city waft through the
open window. My apartment sits on the tenth floor, but the honk of the yellow cabs and the
sounds of people moving on the streets below easily make their way up. Though winter has
arrived, the only signs within the skyscraper walls of Manhattan are heavy jackets and the smell
of salt mixed with remnants of snow on the streets. Otherwise, no one misses a step. A fortitude I
have come to admire in the three months since my arrival.I glance around, staring at the framed



pictures that fill this temporary home. Every place I have been, memorialized forever on glossy
paper. Through the prism of a camera lens, I have seen the beauty of the world. Monuments
created by humans stand in competition with art sculpted by nature. Each image serves as a
reminder that a light shines through so many people, and yet, no matter how far I run, I cannot
seem to escape my shadow.“Come home. Please. I need you. We need you. Your father, Brent,
he . . .” My mother’s—Ranee’s—voice falters. A woman who rarely spoke during my childhood
now says so much: “Sonya, he’s in a coma. I don’t know how long he has.”As if my father is here,
in the sanctuary I have created, I feel his breath on me as my own comes in gasps. I clutch the
counter behind me, pressing my fingers against the cool tile. Images of the past fill the room,
each one stronger than the last. Shaking my head, I grip the tile harder, my muscles constricting
with the effort. Finally, the pain breaks the noose of the past tightening around me and I can
breathe again.Closing my eyes, I try to imagine him lying in a hospital bed, dependent upon
machines to keep him alive. It seems impossible to believe. Yet I am sure my mother is not
playing a game. Over six years have passed since I left her on the doorstep, watching as I drove
away. Not once since then has she asked me to come home. Or begged to see the daughter she
bore and raised. Her anguish is not a ploy, but nonetheless I am helpless to ease her pain.I stare
at the evidence of my travels, each photograph proof of my desperate search for a place to call
home. Now, the only home I have ever known beckons, demands my return. I am a grown
woman, capable of making my own choices, but there is no choice to be made. The secrets my
sisters and I hold like a lifeline are drumming within me, a steady, relentless beat. The secrets
are demanding to be free, heard by the world. Yet, I am not ready. I fear I never will be.Because if
they are free, then where does that leave me?MARINShe sits with him because she has no
place else to go. As the oldest of the three sisters, she has been with him the longest. For some
that status would be cause for celebration, the child who had her parents first. For Marin, it is
simply more proof that good fortune has to be made—it is not given. She was the first in line for
everything—the first disappointment, the first heartbreak. Her sisters, Trisha and Sonya,
watched her, learning from her example. When she refused to cry, she told herself it was for
them. To show them that strength was the better option. Now, as an adult, when her face
remains dry, void of tears, she accepts that the cause is her inability to feel.Marin crosses one
pantsuit leg over the other. She glances at her watch—seven in the morning. Earlier, Raj assured
Marin he would have Gia ready and off to school on time. Marin’s not worried. At fifteen, Gia sets
her own schedule and follows it in exacting detail. Never a minute off. Marin is incredibly proud of
her daughter’s self-imposed structure, which will serve her well in her career. She applauds
herself for her daughter’s trait. Since she’s always been the same way, it’s normal her daughter
would follow.Having climbed the ranks in her finance company to CFO quickly and efficiently,
Marin understands there were those who viewed her with contempt. Names whispered behind
her back as she chaired meetings and led the company through mergers and acquisitions, one
success following another. She worked hard for her place in the world. Others’ jealousies or
opinions are not her problem, and she will not allow them to constrain her. She knows plenty of



women whose self-esteem is based on the estimations of others. They choose the clothes that
are in fashion, even if they don’t suit their taste. They let their colleagues define the boundaries
of their careers. Live their lives according to strangers’ rules. Marin congratulates herself for
being above the rest. For standing in a place of her own making, for earning her success and
creating her perfect life.Marin took her mother’s call about Brent the morning before, while sitting
in her office’s leather chair. After a few minutes listening to the details, she explained she was
late for a meeting. She assured Ranee she would try to stop by the hospital that night, but it had
taken her a full day before she finally made it to his bedside.“Happy birthday to me, Daddy,”
Marin says. She smooths the hospital sheet over his body. Though he is in his early sixties, his
face shows few signs of age.It’s funny, I don’t feel older. She pulls her hair back, a nervous
gesture from childhood. She’s noticed Gia doing the same recently, and makes a mental note to
speak to her daughter about it. Nervous habits are a sign of weakness, of vulnerability. Gia can’t
afford such displays during college interviews. Regardless that they are two years away. As a
sophomore, Gia arguably still has time to prepare for soul-searching questions by the
interviewers who will determine her future. The time is now to plant the seeds to enjoy the fruits
of the tree.Marin had not told Raj she was coming to the hospital this morning. He assumed she
had an early meeting, and she said nothing to correct his assumption. Not a lie, but a truth left
unspoken. One of hundreds over the course of their marriage. In an arranged wedding, they
came together as strangers, and they went on to build a life with each other. Their daughter was
the result.“Do you remember my first birthday in America?” Marin asks aloud, watching Brent for
a sign that he can hear her. None comes; it is the first time she can remember him silent. Unable
to afford a party, Brent had taken Marin to the local ice-cream store for a birthday cone. They left
Trisha at home with Ranee—Sonya wasn’t born yet. Marin’s birthday was her special day. Brent
told her she could have a double scoop, so she perused all the options carefully. The smell of
cream and sugar saturated the air, making her mouth water.“Hurry,” Brent said. He was still in his
work clothes. He hadn’t found a job as an engineer, so his uniform was soiled with the oil from
the gas station where he worked. “Choose.”Marin nodded, but, caught up in the excitement, she
failed to notice her father’s growing agitation. “May I try this one?” she asked the teenager
behind the counter.“Sure.” Bored, he took a tiny pink spoon and scooped out a small amount.
Marin savored the melting milk on her tongue. In India, sherbet was the closest thing they had to
ice cream. It paled in comparison. Marin had never had anything so delectable before.“It is
wonderful,” she said in perfect English. “Thank you. May I try another?”The boy shrugged,
unmoved by her excitement. “Yeah. Which one?”Marin tried three more before finally deciding on
one scoop of vanilla and one of chocolate. “Thank you, Sir,” she said to the boy while her father
paid. They walked out of the store and started back toward their apartment, Marin licking each
side carefully to make sure not even one drop would fall. Daring to take a full bite, she closed her
eyes at the taste of the two flavors combined.“It is so wonderful, Daddy. You must taste it.” Marin
held her thin arm up, carefully balancing the cone for him to taste. Just as Brent bent down to
take a lick, Marin’s arm wobbled and the melting ice cream scoops fell out of the cone,



splattering on the ground below. Tears filled her eyes, but before they spilled out, she felt the slap
across her face. Shocked, Marin glanced at her father in confusion. It was the first time he had
raised his hand to her.“Look what you did,” Brent barked. Stepping over the puddle, he continued
walking, leaving Marin to stare after him. “What a waste. I never should have bought it for you.”It
was an important lesson to Marin, one she didn’t forget: never depend on another person for
your happiness. If someone had the authority to give, then he or she had the authority to take
away.MARINShe sits with him because she has no place else to go. As the oldest of the three
sisters, she has been with him the longest. For some that status would be cause for celebration,
the child who had her parents first. For Marin, it is simply more proof that good fortune has to be
made—it is not given. She was the first in line for everything—the first disappointment, the first
heartbreak. Her sisters, Trisha and Sonya, watched her, learning from her example. When she
refused to cry, she told herself it was for them. To show them that strength was the better option.
Now, as an adult, when her face remains dry, void of tears, she accepts that the cause is her
inability to feel.Marin crosses one pantsuit leg over the other. She glances at her watch—seven
in the morning. Earlier, Raj assured Marin he would have Gia ready and off to school on time.
Marin’s not worried. At fifteen, Gia sets her own schedule and follows it in exacting detail. Never
a minute off. Marin is incredibly proud of her daughter’s self-imposed structure, which will serve
her well in her career. She applauds herself for her daughter’s trait. Since she’s always been the
same way, it’s normal her daughter would follow.Having climbed the ranks in her finance
company to CFO quickly and efficiently, Marin understands there were those who viewed her
with contempt. Names whispered behind her back as she chaired meetings and led the
company through mergers and acquisitions, one success following another. She worked hard for
her place in the world. Others’ jealousies or opinions are not her problem, and she will not allow
them to constrain her. She knows plenty of women whose self-esteem is based on the
estimations of others. They choose the clothes that are in fashion, even if they don’t suit their
taste. They let their colleagues define the boundaries of their careers. Live their lives according
to strangers’ rules. Marin congratulates herself for being above the rest. For standing in a place
of her own making, for earning her success and creating her perfect life.Marin took her mother’s
call about Brent the morning before, while sitting in her office’s leather chair. After a few minutes
listening to the details, she explained she was late for a meeting. She assured Ranee she would
try to stop by the hospital that night, but it had taken her a full day before she finally made it to
his bedside.“Happy birthday to me, Daddy,” Marin says. She smooths the hospital sheet over his
body. Though he is in his early sixties, his face shows few signs of age.It’s funny, I don’t feel
older. She pulls her hair back, a nervous gesture from childhood. She’s noticed Gia doing the
same recently, and makes a mental note to speak to her daughter about it. Nervous habits are a
sign of weakness, of vulnerability. Gia can’t afford such displays during college interviews.
Regardless that they are two years away. As a sophomore, Gia arguably still has time to prepare
for soul-searching questions by the interviewers who will determine her future. The time is now
to plant the seeds to enjoy the fruits of the tree.Marin had not told Raj she was coming to the



hospital this morning. He assumed she had an early meeting, and she said nothing to correct his
assumption. Not a lie, but a truth left unspoken. One of hundreds over the course of their
marriage. In an arranged wedding, they came together as strangers, and they went on to build a
life with each other. Their daughter was the result.“Do you remember my first birthday in
America?” Marin asks aloud, watching Brent for a sign that he can hear her. None comes; it is
the first time she can remember him silent. Unable to afford a party, Brent had taken Marin to the
local ice-cream store for a birthday cone. They left Trisha at home with Ranee—Sonya wasn’t
born yet. Marin’s birthday was her special day. Brent told her she could have a double scoop, so
she perused all the options carefully. The smell of cream and sugar saturated the air, making her
mouth water.“Hurry,” Brent said. He was still in his work clothes. He hadn’t found a job as an
engineer, so his uniform was soiled with the oil from the gas station where he worked.
“Choose.”Marin nodded, but, caught up in the excitement, she failed to notice her father’s
growing agitation. “May I try this one?” she asked the teenager behind the counter.“Sure.” Bored,
he took a tiny pink spoon and scooped out a small amount. Marin savored the melting milk on
her tongue. In India, sherbet was the closest thing they had to ice cream. It paled in comparison.
Marin had never had anything so delectable before.“It is wonderful,” she said in perfect English.
“Thank you. May I try another?”The boy shrugged, unmoved by her excitement. “Yeah. Which
one?”Marin tried three more before finally deciding on one scoop of vanilla and one of chocolate.
“Thank you, Sir,” she said to the boy while her father paid. They walked out of the store and
started back toward their apartment, Marin licking each side carefully to make sure not even one
drop would fall. Daring to take a full bite, she closed her eyes at the taste of the two flavors
combined.“It is so wonderful, Daddy. You must taste it.” Marin held her thin arm up, carefully
balancing the cone for him to taste. Just as Brent bent down to take a lick, Marin’s arm wobbled
and the melting ice cream scoops fell out of the cone, splattering on the ground below. Tears
filled her eyes, but before they spilled out, she felt the slap across her face. Shocked, Marin
glanced at her father in confusion. It was the first time he had raised his hand to her.“Look what
you did,” Brent barked. Stepping over the puddle, he continued walking, leaving Marin to stare
after him. “What a waste. I never should have bought it for you.”It was an important lesson to
Marin, one she didn’t forget: never depend on another person for your happiness. If someone
had the authority to give, then he or she had the authority to take away.TRISHAI recheck the
dining room table to make sure each setting is in its place, and I wipe the glassware. Every
wineglass is set exactly five inches from the plate. I have used my best silverware, a gift to
myself after my wedding. The smell of simmering chicken drifts in from the kitchen. Eloise, our
housekeeper, has been with us for the last two years. Though she is not Indian, she has learned
to make my favorite dishes. My mother has spent hours patiently teaching her just the right
amount of cumin to mix with ginger and red pepper to enhance the flavor of cooked vegetables.
As I get older, I find myself craving almost daily the authentic Indian meals I grew up eating. Eric
laughs at me whenever I tell him that. Twelve years older, he insists that at thirty I am still a
child.“Everything looks perfect. As always,” Eric whispers. He wraps his arms around my waist



from behind, his fingers sneaking below my shirt to touch my bare stomach. It is flat, thanks to
the hours I spend in the gym. “Are you OK?”I lean my head back, just for a moment, absorbing
his strength before stepping out of his arms to face him. His green eyes fill with warmth and
kindness. I run my fingers through his blond waves and rest them on his nape. “I want everything
to go right for Mama.” I glance around my immaculate house. She is standing by the window,
waiting. Resentment starts to rise in my throat, but I swallow it. This is not the time. “She hasn’t
seen Sonya in years.”“Neither have you.”I fill the crystal pitcher with water, set it in the middle of
the table, and take a moment to admire the display. An elaborate celebration to welcome home
the sister who abandoned us years ago. Eric watches me, waiting for an answer that I don’t have.
“It doesn’t matter,” I finally say. “She made her choice.” One I have never understood but have
had to accept.“I look forward to meeting her.”Growing up, Sonya and I shared everything. That
she has never met my husband is still difficult for me to believe. I sent her the wedding invitation,
called her with the details, but she never showed. Leaving me without a maid of honor. Our
oldest sister, Marin, stepped in as I knew she would. And did so without mentioning that she was
second choice or that I had waited until minutes before I was set to walk down the aisle to ask
her. Marin stood at the altar and later around the fire as I married Eric in two elaborate
ceremonies symbolizing both our faiths.“Mummy is clearly excited,” Marin says, coming in from
the living room where she was helping Gia with algebra. Each sister uses her own name for our
parents. I refer to them affectionately, Mama and Papa, while Marin has never lost use of the
traditional Mummy and Daddy. For the life of me I can’t remember what Sonya calls them, maybe
because I rarely heard her call out for them. “She’s been standing by the window for the last
hour.”Marin has wrapped her hair tightly into a bun. She stripped off her suit jacket when she
arrived, leaving her in a silk shirt and tailored pants that emphasize her slim body, fit from hours
of working and stress. She is older than I am by five years, but no one would ever guess we are
sisters. Her golden-brown hair, kissed by the California sun, has streaks of blond that genetics
fails to explain. Mom swears Marin’s deep-green eyes come from a distant great-aunt. Growing
up, everyone assumed Sonya and I were the only biological sisters. There were times we were
almost identical in looks. Not that Sonya would agree. She swore I was the pretty one. My looks
were the reason my parents’ friends called me the princess of the house. The only explanation
for the childhood I had.“Shall I serve dinner?” Eloise pokes her head out of the kitchen. Raised in
Mexico, she has no family to call her own in the States.I glance at the slim gold watch peppered
with diamonds that encircles my wrist. A gift from Eric to celebrate our fifth wedding anniversary.
After his recent promotion to CEO of his company, what once were luxuries had suddenly
become necessities. “Her flight should have arrived. Let’s wait another fifteen minutes.”“If she
decided to come. We don’t know for sure she is on the flight.” It is Marin’s way to be blunt, to say
things as they are. Mama turns her face toward us, a fleeting look of pain before she masks
it.“I’m sure she’ll be here soon.” Mama’s voice lacks its normal strength. A pinched smile
replaces the full one that graced her face earlier. She pulls her wool cardigan tight around her
even though the sun is out and a warm breeze permeates the air. She stopped wearing saris



after I got married. Said there was no need to keep up the traditions of the past. If Papa had a
problem with the change in her attire, he never mentioned it in front of me. “She called me right
before boarding.”“That doesn’t mean she boarded.” Marin refuses to let the subject drop.I catch
Mama’s eye, offering her silent support without alienating my sister. We learned the steps of this
dance years ago, my mother and I tiptoeing around Marin’s words. It was an unspoken
agreement we made when Marin moved back to town. Never allow Marin’s way to break the
fragile family we have left. Having already lost Sonya because of our past, my mother refused to
lose another daughter.“Well, if nothing else, all of us will have a lovely belated birthday dinner for
Marin. Eloise has outdone herself yet again.” I hand a bottle of wine to Eric. “Honey, why don’t
you pour us some?”With an ease born of practice, he uncorks the bottle and pours the red liquid.
As I watch the crystal glasses fill, I remember Sonya and me playing make-believe as children.
Whether I was the restaurant owner, hostess, or just woman extraordinaire, I always made sure
we toasted one another with grape juice. To us, I would say. Never finding a reason to disagree,
and happy to be playing with me, Sonya forever followed along. Since she had always been, I
assumed she always would be there, standing alongside, waiting for whatever game I wanted to
start. As adults, she was meant to be my counterpart—the other half that made me whole. Her
darkness to my light, her sadness to my happiness.I watch my mother wait, her lowered head
betraying her heavy heart. When Sonya left, emptiness settled over our lives. Mama rarely
mentions her, almost believing if we never say her name then she isn’t really gone. I tried to
suffocate my loneliness with other sources—Eric, my home, Mama and Papa—but nothing quite
filled the void she left.I learned something important the day Sonya departed: you cannot keep
someone who has already left you behind. No matter what I needed or wanted, Sonya put
herself first; I was last. For a while, I went through the motions each day. Soon enough, I forgot
that there was someone missing. Only now, with the thought of her return, do I recognize anew
the cavity left in my being. But I can’t show my excitement. If she fails to show, if she disappoints
us by maintaining the status quo, then I am left once again, still waiting.“She’s here!” Gia comes
running in from the den, still holding the math book Marin bought at an education store. She’s a
striking replica of Marin, the only difference between the two being the couple of inches in height
Gia has over her mother. At fifteen, she looks like a woman. “She’s paying the cab driver.”I
release a sigh I didn’t realize I was holding. Clasping my own hands together, I watch Mama.
She turns, having missed seeing Sonya’s arrival because she was distracted with the
conversation. A sheen of tears covers her eyes before she quickly blinks them away. She
straightens her spine, reaching her full height of just over five feet. Stepping quickly to the door,
she pauses before opening it. We gather around her, waiting for her to welcome her lost
daughter home.“Mama?” I reach out, covering her hand on the knob with my own. “She’s
waiting.”“Of course.” A small laugh, filled with disbelief. She opens the door quickly, biting her lip
at the sight that greets her. “Sonya.”Sonya’s hair is longer than I remember, and she is thinner
than I have ever seen her. Her jeans and thick sweater seem out of place in comparison to my
spring dress. Lines of stress surround her eyes and mouth. At twenty-seven, three years younger



than I am, her empty smile is that of someone years older.“It’s been a long time.” Sonya
hesitates, almost unsure how to react to the reception that greets her. She steps toward our
mother, on autopilot it seems, pulling her in for a perfunctory hug. Her arms tighten briefly
around Mama before she drops them back to her side. “Marin? It’s good to see you.” They
embrace lightly, their years of living apart creating a greater distance than a difference in age
ever could. “Trisha?” She says it on a laugh, her eyes finally filling with emotion. She walks
toward me, her arms outstretched. I grab her hand, my little sister, and pull her in tight. “I’ve
missed you.” It is a whisper in my hair, her words so quiet they are almost lost.My throat
convulses, the words refusing to come. She is here, after I have spent so many years wanting
and wondering. I start to feel the emptiness recede as her presence fills me. As a child I took her
for granted. Now I know I will never do so again. My tears fall onto her shoulder as we hold one
another. I wrap the palm of my hand around the back of her head, as a mother would hold a
child. I bring her in closer, sure if I keep her tight enough she will never leave again. Filled with
desperation and relief, I whisper back, “Welcome home.”To anyone watching, we are a normal
family. Food passes around and plates fill to overflowing. The family finishes the bottle of wine as
Sonya regales us with tales of her extensive travels. From Alaska to Russia, she has lived in
every place imaginable. She tells Gia of riding an elephant in Thailand and flying in a propeller
plane over glaciers in Alaska.“Where did you live?” Gia is enthralled. “Moving place to place
must have been hard.”“It was worth it,” Sonya says. She avoids meeting anyone’s searching
gaze. Fiddling with her linen napkin, she folds it into a perfect square. “For the pictures.”“You
should have come home.” Mama’s voice is low, but nonetheless it silences the chatter. “Your
travels took you very far away.” She immigrated to America from India over twenty-five years ago,
but a slight accent remains.“It was my job,” Sonya answers quietly.“And when you weren’t doing
your job? Where were you then?” Mama wipes her mouth with her napkin.A palpable tension
settles over the table. Sonya glances at me, unsure. Suddenly I see the little girl who cowered in
our bedroom, sure the blanket on our bed would protect her. The one who laughed so she
wouldn’t cry.“She’s home now,” I say. “That’s all that matters, right?” Not waiting for an answer, I
call out, “Eloise.” She pops her head out. “Please bring out the birthday cake and dessert.” She
has made fresh gulab jambu, Sonya’s favorite from childhood. Fried wheat balls steeped in
sugary syrup. Sonya used to eat at least half a dozen every time Mama made them.I begin to
clear the table. Eric immediately stands to help, as does Raj, Marin’s husband. Raj has remained
quiet throughout the meal. He often says very little, choosing to let Marin steer the conversations
as she wishes. “As soon as dessert is served, we should start to make plans to visit Papa.” I
stack the fine china carefully and hand the plates to Eric to take to the kitchen. “He is only
allowed two family members at a time during visiting hours, but I’m sure the doctor will make an
exception for a special event.”“How is he?” Sonya stares at her clasped hands. Both men and
Gia are in the kitchen, leaving only us women at the table.Before I can answer, Marin says, “He’s
in a coma.” Her voice is devoid of all emotion. “The doctor says it doesn’t look good.”I flinch,
seeing him lying in the hospital bed, tubes keeping him alive. Every morning I visit him as soon



as I awake, each time harder than the last. But as the favored daughter, it is my responsibility to
return the gift of his love. I accept my duty graciously.“Is he expected to come out of it?” Sonya
has found her footing. She stares directly at Marin, two equals discussing the situation. Watching
them, I notice their similarities are striking. Both highly educated, focused on their careers.
Neither makes any apologies for her life choices—regardless of whom they hurt. They are both
beautiful but neither bothers to enhance their looks. They are my sisters but often I wondered if I
was the only real daughter while they were pretending. Like stepchildren, they were never
allowed to forget their place: a few steps outside the circle of the real family.“I’m surprised you
care.” Marin sits back in her chair, assessing the woman Sonya has become.I find myself doing
the same. If I am honest, we are strangers sitting together. Though we lived in the same house,
survived similar ordeals, we have each grown to become our own women. With time we have
learned to hold our secrets close rather than share. It is our conditioning, what is expected of a
good Indian woman. We learned from a young age not to share our heartbreak, our despairs. It
may cause others to view you with a negative eye, think less of you.“Why is that?” Sonya
demands. She straightens in her chair. Refusing to apologize for her escape, she stares without
flinching.“Because you haven’t for so many years.”Every instinct demands I call a truce. As if it is
my duty to assure both of them that there is no wrongdoing, no matter what anyone believes.
Before I can speak, Sonya does. With her words, I shut my eyes, feeling the fragile ties of my
family begin to unravel further.“I could say the same about you,” she bites. Her bitterness has
become more powerful with time. “I don’t remember you looking over your shoulder when you
left us behind at twenty-one.”“I got married,” Marin argues. “And I came back.”“So did I.” Sonya,
finished with the battle, turns toward me. “Do they know why he fell into a coma?”“It does not
matter,” Mama says, answering before I can. She glances at both Marin and Sonya, relaying a
silent message—enough. She moves on to me, rewarding me with a smile for always being the
stable one. The daughter who never makes unnecessary waves. “It is as it is. We must focus on
the future.” She stands, finished with their antics and leaving no room for more. “If he does not
come out of it, then we must prepare for the cremation, the spreading of his ashes.”“And if he
does?” I have to ask the question. I have not given up hope, though I understand why she has.
“What then?”“Then we go back to the way things were.”I check the lock on the front door and set
the security system. Under the illumination of the red blinking light, I walk around my darkened
home, straightening sofa pillows and pushing in the dining-room chairs. Eloise cleaned up and
left hours ago. Everyone followed her out soon after. Sonya went home with Mama, and Marin
and Raj left with Gia. We promised to meet at the hospital tomorrow.“It went well.” Eric sneaks up
on me. His tie is undone and his hair disheveled from the unexpected conference call he just
finished. “Even under the circumstances.” He kisses my neck, pushing my hair out of the way for
better access. I moan as he kneads my shoulders, his fingers slowly traveling down my back. His
hands settle on my hips and he brings me in tighter. “Are you ovulating?”For four years, Eric has
wanted a child. Twice he was sure I was pregnant, only for me to watch him grieve when my
period arrived. Having been raised in an orphanage, Eric is anxious to have a large family. He fell



in love with our five-bedroom house and bought it specifically to raise children in. It took us three
months to perfect the room down the hall from ours as a nursery. It sits empty, waiting for the
cries of a child.“Yes,” I say, though he already has the answer. He has my schedule memorized
better than I do. My ovulation cycle and then my period, in their respective orders. My mind
wanders back to my family. “Mama and Sonya—do you think they’re OK?”He sighs as his hands
drop away. When I turn to face him, his eyes soften. He cradles my cheek in his palm. “Your mom
called her. Asked her to come home. They’ll figure their way out.” He tucks a strand of my hair
behind my ear. “You still haven’t answered my question from before. Are you OK?”“She’s
changed,” I say. “Looks older, more tired.” But she’s home and for that I’m grateful, I think.“She’s
not what I expected.”Eric has seen pictures of Sonya in the album. Most show a young girl
staring silently into the camera. She was always more comfortable behind the lens than in front
of it. The last picture I have is the night of her college graduation. Summa cum laude from
Stanford. The whole family gathered to celebrate her achievement. But it wasn’t enough for
Papa. That night he repeated what he had said so many times before: Sonya never should have
been born. But that wasn’t what caused Sonya to flee. It was what Mama said later that broke
her. Neither of us imagined Sonya would decide to leave us that day. Say good-bye with the plan
never to return.“What did you expect?” I ask.“Someone damaged.” He says it without hesitation,
though he has never before offered an opinion on her. “The way you’ve talked about her all these
years—I just assumed she would be . . .” He pauses. “Someone who doesn’t know her way.” He
bends down and brushes my lips lightly with his own. “Unlike you.”“I know my way?”“That’s what
I love about you. You’re amazing.”I stiffen, though he fails to notice. I am not amazing, the voice
within me cries. Look at me carefully—there are scars. Yet, I am ashamed for complaining. My
sisters yearned for love while I received it unconditionally. I was special, loved completely.“You
are so beautiful,” he whispers. He unbuttons my dress. Pulling it off my shoulders, he bares me to
the waist. His fingers deftly undo my bra, and he cups one breast in his palm, teasing the nipple.
“Tonight could be the night.”For a baby. Those are the words he doesn’t say. Can’t say because
he wants it so much.“Just a minute,” I say. He watches me, confused, as I step out of his arms
and into the bathroom. I slip my arms back into my dress. The vanity mirror reveals a haunted
woman, one who can’t see the truth. I ignore her, my hand on my stomach, as I stare at the only
truth I know. I take a deep breath and exhale, my decision made years ago.TRISHAI recheck the
dining room table to make sure each setting is in its place, and I wipe the glassware. Every
wineglass is set exactly five inches from the plate. I have used my best silverware, a gift to
myself after my wedding. The smell of simmering chicken drifts in from the kitchen. Eloise, our
housekeeper, has been with us for the last two years. Though she is not Indian, she has learned
to make my favorite dishes. My mother has spent hours patiently teaching her just the right
amount of cumin to mix with ginger and red pepper to enhance the flavor of cooked vegetables.
As I get older, I find myself craving almost daily the authentic Indian meals I grew up eating. Eric
laughs at me whenever I tell him that. Twelve years older, he insists that at thirty I am still a
child.“Everything looks perfect. As always,” Eric whispers. He wraps his arms around my waist



from behind, his fingers sneaking below my shirt to touch my bare stomach. It is flat, thanks to
the hours I spend in the gym. “Are you OK?”I lean my head back, just for a moment, absorbing
his strength before stepping out of his arms to face him. His green eyes fill with warmth and
kindness. I run my fingers through his blond waves and rest them on his nape. “I want everything
to go right for Mama.” I glance around my immaculate house. She is standing by the window,
waiting. Resentment starts to rise in my throat, but I swallow it. This is not the time. “She hasn’t
seen Sonya in years.”“Neither have you.”I fill the crystal pitcher with water, set it in the middle of
the table, and take a moment to admire the display. An elaborate celebration to welcome home
the sister who abandoned us years ago. Eric watches me, waiting for an answer that I don’t have.
“It doesn’t matter,” I finally say. “She made her choice.” One I have never understood but have
had to accept.“I look forward to meeting her.”Growing up, Sonya and I shared everything. That
she has never met my husband is still difficult for me to believe. I sent her the wedding invitation,
called her with the details, but she never showed. Leaving me without a maid of honor. Our
oldest sister, Marin, stepped in as I knew she would. And did so without mentioning that she was
second choice or that I had waited until minutes before I was set to walk down the aisle to ask
her. Marin stood at the altar and later around the fire as I married Eric in two elaborate
ceremonies symbolizing both our faiths.“Mummy is clearly excited,” Marin says, coming in from
the living room where she was helping Gia with algebra. Each sister uses her own name for our
parents. I refer to them affectionately, Mama and Papa, while Marin has never lost use of the
traditional Mummy and Daddy. For the life of me I can’t remember what Sonya calls them, maybe
because I rarely heard her call out for them. “She’s been standing by the window for the last
hour.”Marin has wrapped her hair tightly into a bun. She stripped off her suit jacket when she
arrived, leaving her in a silk shirt and tailored pants that emphasize her slim body, fit from hours
of working and stress. She is older than I am by five years, but no one would ever guess we are
sisters. Her golden-brown hair, kissed by the California sun, has streaks of blond that genetics
fails to explain. Mom swears Marin’s deep-green eyes come from a distant great-aunt. Growing
up, everyone assumed Sonya and I were the only biological sisters. There were times we were
almost identical in looks. Not that Sonya would agree. She swore I was the pretty one. My looks
were the reason my parents’ friends called me the princess of the house. The only explanation
for the childhood I had.“Shall I serve dinner?” Eloise pokes her head out of the kitchen. Raised in
Mexico, she has no family to call her own in the States.I glance at the slim gold watch peppered
with diamonds that encircles my wrist. A gift from Eric to celebrate our fifth wedding anniversary.
After his recent promotion to CEO of his company, what once were luxuries had suddenly
become necessities. “Her flight should have arrived. Let’s wait another fifteen minutes.”“If she
decided to come. We don’t know for sure she is on the flight.” It is Marin’s way to be blunt, to say
things as they are. Mama turns her face toward us, a fleeting look of pain before she masks
it.“I’m sure she’ll be here soon.” Mama’s voice lacks its normal strength. A pinched smile
replaces the full one that graced her face earlier. She pulls her wool cardigan tight around her
even though the sun is out and a warm breeze permeates the air. She stopped wearing saris



after I got married. Said there was no need to keep up the traditions of the past. If Papa had a
problem with the change in her attire, he never mentioned it in front of me. “She called me right
before boarding.”“That doesn’t mean she boarded.” Marin refuses to let the subject drop.I catch
Mama’s eye, offering her silent support without alienating my sister. We learned the steps of this
dance years ago, my mother and I tiptoeing around Marin’s words. It was an unspoken
agreement we made when Marin moved back to town. Never allow Marin’s way to break the
fragile family we have left. Having already lost Sonya because of our past, my mother refused to
lose another daughter.“Well, if nothing else, all of us will have a lovely belated birthday dinner for
Marin. Eloise has outdone herself yet again.” I hand a bottle of wine to Eric. “Honey, why don’t
you pour us some?”With an ease born of practice, he uncorks the bottle and pours the red liquid.
As I watch the crystal glasses fill, I remember Sonya and me playing make-believe as children.
Whether I was the restaurant owner, hostess, or just woman extraordinaire, I always made sure
we toasted one another with grape juice. To us, I would say. Never finding a reason to disagree,
and happy to be playing with me, Sonya forever followed along. Since she had always been, I
assumed she always would be there, standing alongside, waiting for whatever game I wanted to
start. As adults, she was meant to be my counterpart—the other half that made me whole. Her
darkness to my light, her sadness to my happiness.I watch my mother wait, her lowered head
betraying her heavy heart. When Sonya left, emptiness settled over our lives. Mama rarely
mentions her, almost believing if we never say her name then she isn’t really gone. I tried to
suffocate my loneliness with other sources—Eric, my home, Mama and Papa—but nothing quite
filled the void she left.I learned something important the day Sonya departed: you cannot keep
someone who has already left you behind. No matter what I needed or wanted, Sonya put
herself first; I was last. For a while, I went through the motions each day. Soon enough, I forgot
that there was someone missing. Only now, with the thought of her return, do I recognize anew
the cavity left in my being. But I can’t show my excitement. If she fails to show, if she disappoints
us by maintaining the status quo, then I am left once again, still waiting.“She’s here!” Gia comes
running in from the den, still holding the math book Marin bought at an education store. She’s a
striking replica of Marin, the only difference between the two being the couple of inches in height
Gia has over her mother. At fifteen, she looks like a woman. “She’s paying the cab driver.”I
release a sigh I didn’t realize I was holding. Clasping my own hands together, I watch Mama.
She turns, having missed seeing Sonya’s arrival because she was distracted with the
conversation. A sheen of tears covers her eyes before she quickly blinks them away. She
straightens her spine, reaching her full height of just over five feet. Stepping quickly to the door,
she pauses before opening it. We gather around her, waiting for her to welcome her lost
daughter home.“Mama?” I reach out, covering her hand on the knob with my own. “She’s
waiting.”“Of course.” A small laugh, filled with disbelief. She opens the door quickly, biting her lip
at the sight that greets her. “Sonya.”Sonya’s hair is longer than I remember, and she is thinner
than I have ever seen her. Her jeans and thick sweater seem out of place in comparison to my
spring dress. Lines of stress surround her eyes and mouth. At twenty-seven, three years younger



than I am, her empty smile is that of someone years older.“It’s been a long time.” Sonya
hesitates, almost unsure how to react to the reception that greets her. She steps toward our
mother, on autopilot it seems, pulling her in for a perfunctory hug. Her arms tighten briefly
around Mama before she drops them back to her side. “Marin? It’s good to see you.” They
embrace lightly, their years of living apart creating a greater distance than a difference in age
ever could. “Trisha?” She says it on a laugh, her eyes finally filling with emotion. She walks
toward me, her arms outstretched. I grab her hand, my little sister, and pull her in tight. “I’ve
missed you.” It is a whisper in my hair, her words so quiet they are almost lost.My throat
convulses, the words refusing to come. She is here, after I have spent so many years wanting
and wondering. I start to feel the emptiness recede as her presence fills me. As a child I took her
for granted. Now I know I will never do so again. My tears fall onto her shoulder as we hold one
another. I wrap the palm of my hand around the back of her head, as a mother would hold a
child. I bring her in closer, sure if I keep her tight enough she will never leave again. Filled with
desperation and relief, I whisper back, “Welcome home.”To anyone watching, we are a normal
family. Food passes around and plates fill to overflowing. The family finishes the bottle of wine as
Sonya regales us with tales of her extensive travels. From Alaska to Russia, she has lived in
every place imaginable. She tells Gia of riding an elephant in Thailand and flying in a propeller
plane over glaciers in Alaska.“Where did you live?” Gia is enthralled. “Moving place to place
must have been hard.”“It was worth it,” Sonya says. She avoids meeting anyone’s searching
gaze. Fiddling with her linen napkin, she folds it into a perfect square. “For the pictures.”“You
should have come home.” Mama’s voice is low, but nonetheless it silences the chatter. “Your
travels took you very far away.” She immigrated to America from India over twenty-five years ago,
but a slight accent remains.“It was my job,” Sonya answers quietly.“And when you weren’t doing
your job? Where were you then?” Mama wipes her mouth with her napkin.A palpable tension
settles over the table. Sonya glances at me, unsure. Suddenly I see the little girl who cowered in
our bedroom, sure the blanket on our bed would protect her. The one who laughed so she
wouldn’t cry.“She’s home now,” I say. “That’s all that matters, right?” Not waiting for an answer, I
call out, “Eloise.” She pops her head out. “Please bring out the birthday cake and dessert.” She
has made fresh gulab jambu, Sonya’s favorite from childhood. Fried wheat balls steeped in
sugary syrup. Sonya used to eat at least half a dozen every time Mama made them.I begin to
clear the table. Eric immediately stands to help, as does Raj, Marin’s husband. Raj has remained
quiet throughout the meal. He often says very little, choosing to let Marin steer the conversations
as she wishes. “As soon as dessert is served, we should start to make plans to visit Papa.” I
stack the fine china carefully and hand the plates to Eric to take to the kitchen. “He is only
allowed two family members at a time during visiting hours, but I’m sure the doctor will make an
exception for a special event.”“How is he?” Sonya stares at her clasped hands. Both men and
Gia are in the kitchen, leaving only us women at the table.Before I can answer, Marin says, “He’s
in a coma.” Her voice is devoid of all emotion. “The doctor says it doesn’t look good.”I flinch,
seeing him lying in the hospital bed, tubes keeping him alive. Every morning I visit him as soon



as I awake, each time harder than the last. But as the favored daughter, it is my responsibility to
return the gift of his love. I accept my duty graciously.“Is he expected to come out of it?” Sonya
has found her footing. She stares directly at Marin, two equals discussing the situation. Watching
them, I notice their similarities are striking. Both highly educated, focused on their careers.
Neither makes any apologies for her life choices—regardless of whom they hurt. They are both
beautiful but neither bothers to enhance their looks. They are my sisters but often I wondered if I
was the only real daughter while they were pretending. Like stepchildren, they were never
allowed to forget their place: a few steps outside the circle of the real family.“I’m surprised you
care.” Marin sits back in her chair, assessing the woman Sonya has become.I find myself doing
the same. If I am honest, we are strangers sitting together. Though we lived in the same house,
survived similar ordeals, we have each grown to become our own women. With time we have
learned to hold our secrets close rather than share. It is our conditioning, what is expected of a
good Indian woman. We learned from a young age not to share our heartbreak, our despairs. It
may cause others to view you with a negative eye, think less of you.“Why is that?” Sonya
demands. She straightens in her chair. Refusing to apologize for her escape, she stares without
flinching.“Because you haven’t for so many years.”Every instinct demands I call a truce. As if it is
my duty to assure both of them that there is no wrongdoing, no matter what anyone believes.
Before I can speak, Sonya does. With her words, I shut my eyes, feeling the fragile ties of my
family begin to unravel further.“I could say the same about you,” she bites. Her bitterness has
become more powerful with time. “I don’t remember you looking over your shoulder when you
left us behind at twenty-one.”“I got married,” Marin argues. “And I came back.”“So did I.” Sonya,
finished with the battle, turns toward me. “Do they know why he fell into a coma?”“It does not
matter,” Mama says, answering before I can. She glances at both Marin and Sonya, relaying a
silent message—enough. She moves on to me, rewarding me with a smile for always being the
stable one. The daughter who never makes unnecessary waves. “It is as it is. We must focus on
the future.” She stands, finished with their antics and leaving no room for more. “If he does not
come out of it, then we must prepare for the cremation, the spreading of his ashes.”“And if he
does?” I have to ask the question. I have not given up hope, though I understand why she has.
“What then?”“Then we go back to the way things were.”I check the lock on the front door and set
the security system. Under the illumination of the red blinking light, I walk around my darkened
home, straightening sofa pillows and pushing in the dining-room chairs. Eloise cleaned up and
left hours ago. Everyone followed her out soon after. Sonya went home with Mama, and Marin
and Raj left with Gia. We promised to meet at the hospital tomorrow.“It went well.” Eric sneaks up
on me. His tie is undone and his hair disheveled from the unexpected conference call he just
finished. “Even under the circumstances.” He kisses my neck, pushing my hair out of the way for
better access. I moan as he kneads my shoulders, his fingers slowly traveling down my back. His
hands settle on my hips and he brings me in tighter. “Are you ovulating?”For four years, Eric has
wanted a child. Twice he was sure I was pregnant, only for me to watch him grieve when my
period arrived. Having been raised in an orphanage, Eric is anxious to have a large family. He fell



in love with our five-bedroom house and bought it specifically to raise children in. It took us three
months to perfect the room down the hall from ours as a nursery. It sits empty, waiting for the
cries of a child.“Yes,” I say, though he already has the answer. He has my schedule memorized
better than I do. My ovulation cycle and then my period, in their respective orders. My mind
wanders back to my family. “Mama and Sonya—do you think they’re OK?”He sighs as his hands
drop away. When I turn to face him, his eyes soften. He cradles my cheek in his palm. “Your mom
called her. Asked her to come home. They’ll figure their way out.” He tucks a strand of my hair
behind my ear. “You still haven’t answered my question from before. Are you OK?”“She’s
changed,” I say. “Looks older, more tired.” But she’s home and for that I’m grateful, I think.“She’s
not what I expected.”Eric has seen pictures of Sonya in the album. Most show a young girl
staring silently into the camera. She was always more comfortable behind the lens than in front
of it. The last picture I have is the night of her college graduation. Summa cum laude from
Stanford. The whole family gathered to celebrate her achievement. But it wasn’t enough for
Papa. That night he repeated what he had said so many times before: Sonya never should have
been born. But that wasn’t what caused Sonya to flee. It was what Mama said later that broke
her. Neither of us imagined Sonya would decide to leave us that day. Say good-bye with the plan
never to return.“What did you expect?” I ask.“Someone damaged.” He says it without hesitation,
though he has never before offered an opinion on her. “The way you’ve talked about her all these
years—I just assumed she would be . . .” He pauses. “Someone who doesn’t know her way.” He
bends down and brushes my lips lightly with his own. “Unlike you.”“I know my way?”“That’s what
I love about you. You’re amazing.”I stiffen, though he fails to notice. I am not amazing, the voice
within me cries. Look at me carefully—there are scars. Yet, I am ashamed for complaining. My
sisters yearned for love while I received it unconditionally. I was special, loved completely.“You
are so beautiful,” he whispers. He unbuttons my dress. Pulling it off my shoulders, he bares me to
the waist. His fingers deftly undo my bra, and he cups one breast in his palm, teasing the nipple.
“Tonight could be the night.”For a baby. Those are the words he doesn’t say. Can’t say because
he wants it so much.“Just a minute,” I say. He watches me, confused, as I step out of his arms
and into the bathroom. I slip my arms back into my dress. The vanity mirror reveals a haunted
woman, one who can’t see the truth. I ignore her, my hand on my stomach, as I stare at the only
truth I know. I take a deep breath and exhale, my decision made years ago.SONYAMy childhood
home holds me like a steel trap. Once inside, I feel the walls close around me, welcoming me
like a spider into its web. Mom is busy switching on the lights, having laid her purse down on the
cherrywood end table by the front door. A crystal bowl once graced the tabletop. A cherished
birthday gift Mom’s brother got her in Switzerland. It was smashed years ago. As Mom and I
were on our knees cleaning up the shards, she had murmured her belief that the piece was
unbreakable.I close the French doors behind me and lock them. I am always locking doors. Car
doors, bedroom doors, even my bathroom door, though I live alone. A few steps farther and I am
in the foyer. The house is exactly as I remember it. Sparse decorations scattered against the
stark white paint. My parents bought the home when I was still a child. It was time to arrange



Marin’s wedding, and the small two-bedroom home we lived in at the time would not attract
reputable suitors. This place showed the world that we were successful, that we were worthy of
having a son from a fine family marry Marin. Apparently it worked, because soon after moving in,
Marin was betrothed to Raj, a man she had met only once.“Your bedroom is the same,” Mom
says, coming in from the kitchen. She hands me a cup of chai from a pot that is always
simmering. “I left it, in case you . . .” She stops, catching herself. She motions for me to follow her
back into the kitchen, where she opens the refrigerator. “There is juice, milk, fruit.” Pointing to a
door down the hall, she says, “The bathroom is there. The shower is fully stocked with shampoo,
gel, anything you may need.” She points to another door. “Linens, towels in there.”“Mom.” I set
the chai cup down on the marble island that sits in the middle of the immaculate room. Memories
fill the air, of us sitting there, legs swinging, as we ate breakfast. Trisha and I fighting over the
Sunday comics as Mom tried to keep us quiet. Dad liked to sleep in on Sunday mornings, and
we knew better than to wake him up. “I know where everything is. I used to live here.”She brings
her hands together, clasping them in front of her still body. She closes her eyes and nods once.
“Of course.” She is smaller than I remember her. Her hair is dyed pitch-black from a mix of henna
and coloring. Her face, once drawn and tired, seems more alive, refreshed. She looks younger
without reason to. “I just thought—because it has been a very long time.”The question hangs in
the air between us. It is what I dreaded the most when I packed my bags in New York. I could
remind her of the words she spoke to me the night of the graduation. The truth I had always
suspected, but never wanted to believe. But that would mean bringing up a past that demands to
remain buried. The only acceptable answer is an apology for choosing to walk alone rather than
among them. I rehearse the words that tell her it was my only means of survival. My way of living
with the memories and still forging ahead. However, the explanation sounds hollow to my own
ears. Because my escape only meant her burden became more weighted.Thinking it safest to
say nothing about that, I change the topic. “How have you been doing? In the house without
him?”“It is quiet,” she says. “I have never known such silence.” She plays with the hem of her
cardigan, wrinkles on her fingers that formed since I last saw her. “I play music now. All the time.”
She gives me a small smile, the first one I have seen since my arrival home. “Music from India.
Songs that were in films from my childhood. They sell them now, on CDs labeled Old is Gold.
Amazing.”I laugh without meaning to. He never liked music. Said it gave him a headache. But this
small taste of freedom has brought her a rare happiness. Taken aback at first, she offers another
wavering smile before laughing with me. Soon we are both laughing hard, in a way that was
always disallowed. Filled with relief and hope. He’s not here, and though memories of him
permeate the air, we are still able to breathe freely.“I would love to hear some of the songs.” In
leaving California and my family, I also left my heritage. No more trips to the temple on Sunday.
No Indian clothes for Diwali or Holi. When Bollywood films were offered in the mainstream
theaters, I chose another option.“Yes,” she says, excited. “Tomorrow morning, as you have
breakfast, I will play them.” She takes a step toward me, one of the few times she has ever done
so. Without thinking, I cringe. Seeing my reaction, she stops and immediately turns toward the



bedrooms. The moment is lost. “You must sleep. Long flight. And tomorrow we have to . . .”“Go to
the hospital.”“Yes. We must go see your father.”My room is the same as when I left it. The books
that offered me my only escape still line the shelves. Grabbing a worn one, I thumb through it. A
story of a young man who overcomes great loss to find happiness. It was a favorite of mine. I
read it often as a teenager, hoping for clues from his survival to help navigate my own. Running
my hands over the spines of others, I realize each one is a survival story. All the characters face
insurmountable odds in their quests to find themselves. My legs begin to buckle under me.
Whether from the long flight or the weight of the day is difficult to determine.Settling down on the
edge of my bed, I stare at the emptiness around me. How many times did I crave to be away
from here, this room, this home, this life? The nights I covered my face with a pillow, hoping to
muffle my tears as sounds echoed through the house. I would crawl out of bed and lock the
bedroom door, both guilt and fear warring within me.“Do you have everything?” Mom opens the
door, shocking me out of my reverie. Her weathered fingers clutch the doorknob. She doesn’t
cross the threshold between the hallway and my room, choosing instead to maintain the false
distance the line helps to create.“Yes,” I murmur. “Thank you.” She never checked on me before.
Maybe she was too afraid of what she would find. “Good-night.”She waits and for just a moment
we stare at one another, both quiet. Nodding, she returns, “Good-night.”I lock the door after she
leaves. Taking the desk chair, I nudge it against the doorknob. It is the only way I can sleep at
night. It is the only way I know how to stay safe. That and to keep running. Because as long as
you keep running, they can never catch you. Never get caught. Never, ever get caught. I repeat
the words to myself as I lie down on the bed, searching for the peace that sleep will bring, finding
none.SONYAMy childhood home holds me like a steel trap. Once inside, I feel the walls close
around me, welcoming me like a spider into its web. Mom is busy switching on the lights, having
laid her purse down on the cherrywood end table by the front door. A crystal bowl once graced
the tabletop. A cherished birthday gift Mom’s brother got her in Switzerland. It was smashed
years ago. As Mom and I were on our knees cleaning up the shards, she had murmured her
belief that the piece was unbreakable.I close the French doors behind me and lock them. I am
always locking doors. Car doors, bedroom doors, even my bathroom door, though I live alone. A
few steps farther and I am in the foyer. The house is exactly as I remember it. Sparse
decorations scattered against the stark white paint. My parents bought the home when I was still
a child. It was time to arrange Marin’s wedding, and the small two-bedroom home we lived in at
the time would not attract reputable suitors. This place showed the world that we were
successful, that we were worthy of having a son from a fine family marry Marin. Apparently it
worked, because soon after moving in, Marin was betrothed to Raj, a man she had met only
once.“Your bedroom is the same,” Mom says, coming in from the kitchen. She hands me a cup of
chai from a pot that is always simmering. “I left it, in case you . . .” She stops, catching herself.
She motions for me to follow her back into the kitchen, where she opens the refrigerator. “There
is juice, milk, fruit.” Pointing to a door down the hall, she says, “The bathroom is there. The
shower is fully stocked with shampoo, gel, anything you may need.” She points to another door.



“Linens, towels in there.”“Mom.” I set the chai cup down on the marble island that sits in the
middle of the immaculate room. Memories fill the air, of us sitting there, legs swinging, as we ate
breakfast. Trisha and I fighting over the Sunday comics as Mom tried to keep us quiet. Dad liked
to sleep in on Sunday mornings, and we knew better than to wake him up. “I know where
everything is. I used to live here.”She brings her hands together, clasping them in front of her still
body. She closes her eyes and nods once. “Of course.” She is smaller than I remember her. Her
hair is dyed pitch-black from a mix of henna and coloring. Her face, once drawn and tired, seems
more alive, refreshed. She looks younger without reason to. “I just thought—because it has been
a very long time.”The question hangs in the air between us. It is what I dreaded the most when I
packed my bags in New York. I could remind her of the words she spoke to me the night of the
graduation. The truth I had always suspected, but never wanted to believe. But that would mean
bringing up a past that demands to remain buried. The only acceptable answer is an apology for
choosing to walk alone rather than among them. I rehearse the words that tell her it was my only
means of survival. My way of living with the memories and still forging ahead. However, the
explanation sounds hollow to my own ears. Because my escape only meant her burden became
more weighted.Thinking it safest to say nothing about that, I change the topic. “How have you
been doing? In the house without him?”“It is quiet,” she says. “I have never known such silence.”
She plays with the hem of her cardigan, wrinkles on her fingers that formed since I last saw her.
“I play music now. All the time.” She gives me a small smile, the first one I have seen since my
arrival home. “Music from India. Songs that were in films from my childhood. They sell them now,
on CDs labeled Old is Gold. Amazing.”I laugh without meaning to. He never liked music. Said it
gave him a headache. But this small taste of freedom has brought her a rare happiness. Taken
aback at first, she offers another wavering smile before laughing with me. Soon we are both
laughing hard, in a way that was always disallowed. Filled with relief and hope. He’s not here,
and though memories of him permeate the air, we are still able to breathe freely.“I would love to
hear some of the songs.” In leaving California and my family, I also left my heritage. No more trips
to the temple on Sunday. No Indian clothes for Diwali or Holi. When Bollywood films were offered
in the mainstream theaters, I chose another option.“Yes,” she says, excited. “Tomorrow morning,
as you have breakfast, I will play them.” She takes a step toward me, one of the few times she
has ever done so. Without thinking, I cringe. Seeing my reaction, she stops and immediately
turns toward the bedrooms. The moment is lost. “You must sleep. Long flight. And tomorrow we
have to . . .”“Go to the hospital.”“Yes. We must go see your father.”My room is the same as when I
left it. The books that offered me my only escape still line the shelves. Grabbing a worn one, I
thumb through it. A story of a young man who overcomes great loss to find happiness. It was a
favorite of mine. I read it often as a teenager, hoping for clues from his survival to help navigate
my own. Running my hands over the spines of others, I realize each one is a survival story. All
the characters face insurmountable odds in their quests to find themselves. My legs begin to
buckle under me. Whether from the long flight or the weight of the day is difficult to
determine.Settling down on the edge of my bed, I stare at the emptiness around me. How many



times did I crave to be away from here, this room, this home, this life? The nights I covered my
face with a pillow, hoping to muffle my tears as sounds echoed through the house. I would crawl
out of bed and lock the bedroom door, both guilt and fear warring within me.“Do you have
everything?” Mom opens the door, shocking me out of my reverie. Her weathered fingers clutch
the doorknob. She doesn’t cross the threshold between the hallway and my room, choosing
instead to maintain the false distance the line helps to create.“Yes,” I murmur. “Thank you.” She
never checked on me before. Maybe she was too afraid of what she would find. “Good-
night.”She waits and for just a moment we stare at one another, both quiet. Nodding, she returns,
“Good-night.”I lock the door after she leaves. Taking the desk chair, I nudge it against the
doorknob. It is the only way I can sleep at night. It is the only way I know how to stay safe. That
and to keep running. Because as long as you keep running, they can never catch you. Never get
caught. Never, ever get caught. I repeat the words to myself as I lie down on the bed, searching
for the peace that sleep will bring, finding none.MARINMarin watches, her eyelids lowered to
slits. The Indian community members mill about, painting her feet with traditional henna for her
upcoming wedding. Intricate designs with no significance but patterned to exact detail. Aunts
and uncles are gathered, their excitement palpable in the evening air, as younger cousins, with
years before their turn to marry, study the scene. They try to understand the joy now and the grief
tomorrow. The tears will flow from Mummy; Trisha and Sonya will cling, wishing that it was them
instead. And if not, why was she leaving them behind?Marin had no choice. It had been decided
by the date of her birth and the family to whom she was born. She had perused suitors’ résumés
here and there. Once, she had voiced her opinion. Tossing a résumé down in disgust, she said
under no condition would she spend her life with that person. The picture was of a man who she
was sure had yet to complete the evolutionary cycle. But it was not an issue. He did not have
siblings with graduate degrees. He was not a viable candidate.“Give me your hand, Beti,” Marin’s
aunt cajoles, calling Marin her own daughter. Lines of age cover her face. “Your feet are
finished.”“What?” Marin does not hear. When her aunt fails to answer, Marin questions,
“Masi?”“Beti.” Her fingers encircle Marin’s forearm, resting inches above a deep indentation.
Dead blood rings Marin’s tan wrist. Pity spills from her aunt’s eyes. “What happened to you,
child?” The wedding paste simmers, forgotten, in a pot beside her.Marin wrenches her hand
away, shaking her head. Speaking the story will make it real.He lies there, multiple tubes keeping
him alive. Marin counts five in all. One in his nose, another down his throat, yet another in his
arm. A machine tells her that his heart is still working, sixty beats per minute. She watches the
lines on the monitor, the rhythm indicating all is as it should be. Each piece of the whole working
together to keep a human being alive. The engineer in Brent would be impressed at the
systematic functioning.There are no flowers in the room. None of them thought to bring any.
Cards from well-wishers fill the room. The majority of the Indian community reveres him. They
adore him, see him as an example of the true American dream. Having come to this country with
nothing, he raised three daughters to have everything. All while teaching them how to be proper,
respectable women. They owed him their lives.“Thank you for allowing all of us to be here,”



Trisha says. She is, as always, unfailingly polite. The doctor, who just arrived, nods while
reviewing the chart. He is one of the best, the nurses assured them upon Brent’s admittance.
They gush about his skills. Yet, thus far he has failed to give them a reason that their father is in a
coma. “Our youngest sister just arrived last night,” Trisha says. The self-appointed family
spokesperson, she does her job seamlessly. “Sonya, this is Dr. David Ford. Dr. Ford, our sister
Sonya.”“A pleasure to meet you. Everyone, please call me David.” He holds out his hand to
Sonya. His gaze lingers on her. She has brushed out her hair, allowing it to fall around her
shoulders. A long-sleeved black cotton top rests atop a pair of slim jeans. Her face is free of all
makeup, and the boots she wears are better suited for the New York weather she was living in.
Marin’s little sister has grown up to be a beautiful woman.“Doctor.” She releases David’s hand
quickly. “What is the prognosis?”Though her retreat is obvious, David fails to react. “On the
Glasgow Coma Scale, he’s registering at a three. In English, that means he’s in a deep
unconscious state. There is no definitive answer as to when he will come out of it.”“But he will?”
Sonya pushes for more.Marin hears the fear in her sister’s voice. Unlike Trisha, Marin
understands Sonya’s plea. She is asking the doctor to give them hope.“Not for sure—I’m sorry,”
he says, misunderstanding.He looks around, gathering the whole family in his gaze. He is quiet,
offering the calm before the impending storm. The battle of life versus death, both respectable
warriors depending upon the perspective. But little does he know the war has already been
fought.“Some patients never come out and then the family has to decide to . . .” He pauses, his
unspoken words an offer, should they wish to take it.“Pull the plug.” Sonya says it matter-of-factly,
without any emotion. She has masked the fear that was obvious to Marin only seconds ago. “And
without the machines?”“Though he is technically in a coma, essentially a deep sleep, his body is
reliant upon the respirator and fluids.” David slips his hands into his pockets, his white coat
pushed back. A stethoscope hangs around his neck. Marin assumes he is younger than she is,
but recently she has begun to believe everyone is. “When he was admitted, he was in respiratory
failure. The respirator helps his body to breathe.” He pauses, trying to prepare them for the news
that no family could bear to hear. With a deep sigh and sympathy mixed with apology, he says,
“Without the respirator, he wouldn’t get enough oxygen.”Sonya listens carefully, analyzing every
word. “And without oxygen he would die.”Marin watches her, still smarting from their encounter
the night before. Sonya was born after their arrival in America. Their parents had made plans to
abort her—she was an accident, after all. A broken condom brought her to life. Cheap latex
bought from a discount store in India and stuffed into the suitcase set for the States. Marin heard
the story often growing up. In front of Sonya, Brent would repeat the tale, each time laughing
louder than before. An elaborate joke no one understood.The cost of another child was too high,
and an abortion was the obvious choice. But Brent was desperate for a son. Using a low-cost
ultrasound machine, the community clinic doctor made an educated guess and told them it was
a boy. Overjoyed, Brent made the decision for Ranee to continue with the pregnancy, taking
extra shifts to cover the cost of the medical care. At the birth, fury filled Brent’s face when the
doctor announced he had another daughter.Once born, Sonya became Marin’s responsibility



while their mother worked in the local factory making children’s underwear. Marin changed
Sonya’s diaper, fed her milk from a bottle, and bathed her when she spit up. Before hitting
puberty, Marin was already a mother.“How long will it take him to die? If they pull the plug?” Gia
asks. She’s been sitting quietly next to Raj. Still in her tennis uniform from her lesson that
morning, she crosses one slim leg over the other. Tendrils from her ponytail fall onto her face,
giving the false illusion that she is younger than her years.“Gia,” Marin says, raising her voice to
grab her attention. At that specific pitch, her voice sounds exactly like Brent’s. “This is not the
place for you to speak. Dr. Ford is very busy.”“It’s fine.” David smiles to ease the sting of Marin’s
rebuke. “Your question is very important.” He is kind to Gia though he does not have to be. “As
doctors, we need to know exactly how long the body will survive. It will help us minimize the
amount of suffering.”“He will be in pain?” Ranee steps forward, demanding David’s attention.
She has stayed primarily in the background, listening rather than speaking.It has always been
their mother’s way to observe instead of lead. They say a child chooses one parent as a model
to replicate. Marin made the decision as a young girl that it would not be Ranee. It wasn’t
conscious or a process she gave much thought to. In fact, if asked now she would struggle to
pinpoint the exact moment. But it was very simple really. Given the choice between strong and
weak, it seemed obvious to her to choose strength, no matter what form it came in.“He will feel
the hunger, the loss of breath?” Ranee asks.“We would do everything in our power to make sure
he doesn’t. I promise you that.” David takes her hand and squeezes it once. Marin catches the
interplay.Ranee nods, turning to Brent’s still body in the hospital bed. After his arrival at the
hospital via ambulance, they dressed him in a gown—one he would surely hate. Always
meticulous with his clothes—every shirt pressed and his pants crease free—he demanded his
children be the same.“He does not like to suffer.” Ranee wraps her arms around her small
frame.No, Marin agrees, he does not like to suffer.Marin’s breaths become shallow, suddenly
harder to draw than moments before. The memories from childhood swim together, as her
fingers begin to tingle, each one starting to go numb. Everyone’s voices are far away, though
they stand right next to her. She shakes her head, trying to clear the cobwebs that suddenly fill it.
Closing her eyes, she counts to ten quietly, hoping the exercise will lead her back to normality.
When she reopens them, she sees no one has noticed her distress. They’re still talking among
themselves, their attention on Brent. Lowering her head, she stares at her shoes. The ground
beneath her begins to rotate. It is a panic attack, she knows. Though it’s been years since her
last one, they are always the same. Her heart rate accelerates as her body shuts down. But she
refuses it. She will not succumb to its power.She pulls out her phone, focusing on the only lifeline
she knows. Fifty new messages fill her mailbox. Work demanding her attention is her only
reprieve from the father who lies dying. She is grateful for the distraction. “Mummy,” she says. Her
breath begins to even out, but her heart still beats as if she ran a marathon. Almost an hour has
passed since she entered the hospital room. Three conference calls have been scheduled since
her arrival. Additional homework she created for Gia waits in the car. Math problems guaranteed
to keep her in honors next year. “We need to leave. It is late.” She motions for Gia and Raj to



follow her out.“We have just arrived.” Ranee grasps Gia’s hand, pulling her in close. “Let us all
stay a bit longer.”“Marin, it is still early.” Raj has not risen from his seat. He assures Ranee with a
smile. “We will sit a while longer, Mummy.”“No, we will not.” Marin swallows a yell. Everyone starts
to stare at her but their faces are unclear. Anger at their defiance mixes with the past and creeps
into her being. “Raj, I envy your free time, but I don’t have the same luxury. I have a lot of work to
do and Gia has math problems waiting.”“It’s Saturday,” Gia says. She looks to Ranee for support.
“Sonya masi just came,” she says, giving Sonya the traditional name for a mother’s sister. “I want
to hear more stories.”“You heard plenty of stories last night.” Marin cautions herself to slow down,
but there is no stopping.David shifts uncomfortably, caught in the middle of the family drama
Marin is creating. A voice whispers inside her head to stop, to let it be. A few more minutes will
not hurt. But there is another voice—this one much louder—demanding that her authority not be
questioned. Her control will not be compromised. They believe her weak but she is not. She
never will be. “Raj, get up now. Gia, let’s go.”She walks out, unable to face what she created. Her
heels snap against the hospital floor as she rushes down the hall toward the elevators. Pushing
the down button three times, she watches impatiently as the numbers slowly light up with the
elevator’s descent. The steel doors finally open, revealing an empty car. Stepping in, she waits
for them to shut. Only then does she lay her head against the mirrored wall, taking deep breaths.
A caricature of herself stares back, watching her breakdown with dispassion.“I am fine,” she
whispers. Rubbing her hands over her face, she expects to wipe away tears. But her face is dry.
There have not been tears since she was young. Straightening her spine, she pulls her hair
back. As she gathers the loose tendrils, she puts her emotions in check. Within minutes she is
back to how she feels safest. In complete control.Smoothing the creases in her shirt, she
catches her eye in the mirrored doors, and nods once to herself in approval. Pulling out her cell
phone, she flips through the messages. Work started for her at five a.m. and usually ended after
midnight. When she became pregnant with Gia, she worried how her career would be impacted.
In hindsight there was no real need for concern. She worked right up to her labor. A driver
chauffeured her straight to the hospital after a board meeting. Five days later, Marin was back at
work.She hands her valet ticket to the small man at the counter, waiting impatiently while he
searches for her keys. “It’s those, right there,” Marin says, pointing to her set among the dozens.
He checks her ticket stub against the tag on the key chain. To keep from snapping at him to
hurry, she starts to dial her assistant when Raj and Gia come up behind her.“Were you planning
on waiting for us?” Raj asks.“I told you I have work.” Marin takes in Gia and her demeanor
relaxes. She runs her hand down her daughter’s hair. “You have a test on Monday, Beti. It is
important you study, right?” She is about to pull Gia in for a hug when her phone buzzes.
Glancing down to see the caller, Marin murmurs, “We have very little time before college
applications.”“Yes.” Gia steps closer to her father. He slips his arm around her shoulders. “I have
to get into a good college.”Marin stiffens at their easy affection, wishing she had the same
camaraderie. “Not just a good college,” Marin says, texting her assistant to prepare a file. Marin
repeats the list of their top choices from memory. “Harvard or Yale will open many doors for you.



Brown, Princeton, Chicago, and Pennsylvania are also acceptable, but only if Harvard or Yale fall
through.”“Berkeley would be brilliant also,” Raj says. His arm still around her, he smiles down at
their only child. “I don’t know if I can send my little girl across the country for school.”“We don’t
have to discuss this now,” Marin snaps, surprised at Raj’s words. The valet attendant has pulled
their car up and waits with the door open. “Raj, please drive. I have to return a phone call.”They
settle into their seats. Raj pulls out of the garage and onto the tree-lined Sand Hill Road, the road
connecting Palo Alto to their home in Los Altos. As he picks up speed, they pass small buildings
housing some of the most powerful venture capitalists in the world. After a few minutes of silence
Gia asks, “Daddy, what do you think of UCLA? Or maybe a small liberal arts college in Southern
California?”Tension teases up Marin’s neck like a spider with claws. The hours of work she
endures to pay for Gia to have the best of everything scratch at her eyelids, creating shooting
pain. A reminder of the sacrifices she has made so her daughter won’t lack as she did. The
memories of her own secondhand clothes still haunting, she has always bought Gia designer
clothes. Restricted from participating in any after-school activities so she could care for her
sisters, Marin insists Gia be involved in as many as possible. Swim team, tennis, dance, and
soccer just some of the commitments. Cost has never been a concern, the money irrelevant in
comparison to the benefit to her daughter.When Gia reached school age, Raj researched the
local public elementary, but Marin overrode his decision in favor of a prestigious private
collegiate school in San Jose that admitted only the elite members of their community. She was
steadfast in her decision. At forty thousand a year in tuition, Marin was sure her daughter would
get the best education available. Each choice, each activity guaranteed to Marin that she was
not a product of her past. That she had broken the cycle of hurt and disappointment, and that
her daughter was the future.“A small college?” Marin shuts off her phone and turns in her seat to
face her daughter in the back. “Gia, that is not an option.”“Why?” Gia breaks off eye contact to
stare out the window. “It could be a good school.”“Not for you it isn’t. Why would you even
mention it?” Marin demands. “I don’t want to hear about it again.”“It’s not a big deal where I go.”
Gia lowers the window. The wind blows her hair and muffles her mother’s voice. “Besides, I want
to stay close to my friends.”“Your friends?”Gia is very social. From a young age she was
comfortable with people in a way that Marin still hasn’t mastered. She would smile and start up
conversations without any self-consciousness. For Marin, whose own social interactions are
stilted and short, it was a revelation to have a daughter so rehearsed in social etiquette.“What
friends would want you to sacrifice your future for the sake of themselves?”Recently, many of
Gia’s friends had begun to date. When Gia broached the idea with Marin, her immediate
reaction was no. It would take away time from her studies. Though Gia kept asking, insisting she
should be allowed, Marin refused to change her mind. Marin never dated as a teenager. Their
culture demanded a girl be 100 percent pure before marriage. Even one date could taint her
reputation and make her an unacceptable candidate for marriage. It was not the cultural concern
that made Marin say no; it was this type of situation. Anyone having undue influence over Gia’s
life.“No one.” Gia answers quickly, without hesitation, and scoots lower into her seat. Searching



for a song on her phone, she sticks in her earphones. “Never mind. Harvard or Yale are great.
They are still my top choices.”Marin rubs lotion into her chapped hands. Years of typing have
formed calluses that refuse to disappear. Her hair, in a tight braid, falls down her back; her silk
nightgown reaches to her feet. Their live-in housekeeper retired to bed hours ago, only after
meticulously cleaning up the kitchen. Marin had eaten her dinner at her desk, with hours of work
that needed to be finished. The emotional day wore on her, and her body was demanding sleep.
But the conversation with Gia continued to replay in her head, keeping any hope of rest at
bay.“You were very tense today.” Raj exits the shower into their room, a large towel around his
waist. His hair drips droplets of water onto their carpeted floor. Recent years have added pounds
to his middle, but his arms and legs have retained their leanness from when they first married.
Black hair mixed with silver covers his brown chest, but the hair atop his head has remained its
original color. “About Gia.”“I’m fine.” She prefers not to discuss it. Their conversation in the car
made it painfully obvious to Marin that she had failed to fully explain to her daughter the value of
a good college education. She reviewed plans to rectify that immediately. A trip to tour the East
Coast and the Ivy Leagues was the obvious first step. Gia would naturally get excited about the
campuses and living across the country. Even though she still had a few years, it was time. Marin
convinced herself that Gia’s indifference was nerves—fear of living away from home. With a
game plan in mind, she felt calmer. “We should get to bed. We have an early morning
tomorrow.”“Gia’s tennis tournament.” Raj removes his towel and sets it on the hook. Naked, he
slips under the covers and watches Marin turn off the lights. “I can take her if you need to work.”A
month has passed since the last time they made love. Raj was the usual initiator, though Marin
rarely refused him. The night before her wedding she was taught that sex was a man’s right. No
matter how successful a woman became, it was her duty to fulfill her husband’s needs. It was the
only place in their relationship that Marin did not feel in complete control. No matter how often
she tried to convince herself that the pleasure was both of theirs to have, she always felt empty
and alone afterward.They had an easy pattern when they made love. Two positions, or more
often just one. He finished first, quickly. If Marin needed a release she would guide his hand
between her legs. Spooning behind her, he would rub until she found her satisfaction.
Sometimes it was quick, but if it took more than ten minutes she would pull away. Her body’s
failure to respond meant she was not ready. It was a waste of both of their time and of precious
sleep to continue trying.Tonight, however, Marin is not in the mood. She can pinpoint a number
of reasons. Work has exhausted her. The hours of reviewing documents, finalizing deals, and
instructing her team on projects seemed harder than before. The conversation with Gia. But the
scene at the hospital, if she is honest, is the real culprit. The realization that her father might
never emerge from his coma—that the man who defined her life was now losing his—jars
her.“Are you wanting to have sex?” Marin asks. Her voice is sharper than she means it to be.
Before he can answer or move toward her, Marin says, “It is probably not a good night.”“Of
course. No, it is fine.”He is embarrassed. She can hear it in his voice. In all the years they have
been married, Marin has turned him away only when she has her period or is ill. Today neither is



true. Instead, it is the chains of the past rattling. Trapped in place for so long, they became rusty
with age. With Brent in a coma, the lock seems to have loosened, but no matter how hard Marin
tries, she cannot free herself of them. She imagines her father’s disappointment in her failure to
please her husband. She shakes the thought aside and turns to the man she has shared a bed
with for years. “I have a lot on my mind,” she says as an explanation, though he did not ask for
one. “The hospital, everyone there.”“It is not a problem.” He shifts, turning his back to her. “Good-
night, Marin.”Humiliated at the panic that envelops her at the thought of her father’s demise, she
remains quiet. But because Raj doesn’t ask, she is spared from forming a response. She keeps
to herself that she is scared and alone. That she wants to be held but wouldn’t know what to do if
he offered.She lies down on the farthest side of the bed. With his back to her, there is no one left
to face but herself. Pulling the sheet over her body, she yearns for comfort that proves
inaccessible. Her mind, begging for sleep only minutes ago, now wanders. Everyone was there
for her father, wondering, watching, waiting. For what, she does not know. If he lives, then they
return to normal. Of course, their normal is not like everyone else’s. They each have their role
and are exceptional at it. Trisha is the glue that connects the family. As the favorite, she deems it
her responsibility to plan the family gatherings. As long as they break bread together, she has
her illusion of a perfect family. Trisha organizes the holiday get-togethers; whether it be Diwali or
Christmas, she makes sure that no one is left out. When Sonya left, Trisha seemed to take her
duties even more seriously. As if she could fill the void left by the sister who decided that life was
better without them than with.Marin performs her own role with precision. She is the victory story,
the example of why they came to America. The one they can point to and say, this is the reason
we endured all the heartaches. While Trisha plays the role of pampered housewife, Marin
continues to exemplify success. And her daughter is the next generation, the one who doesn’t
carry the burdens Marin did. She is free to achieve everything—she doesn’t need to get away
from any anchors.Tired of tossing, Marin slips out of bed. She can hear Raj’s quiet snoring; he
barely moves with her departure. They have never held one another at night. Both learned soon
after their wedding ceremony that they preferred their own space.With the events of the day
barking at her heels, peace eludes her. Gingerly, she finds her way down the steps in the dark. In
the light from the moon via the skylight, she pours a cup of milk and heats it. The steaming cup
warms her hands as the darkness brings her a bit of calm. She has always preferred it to
daylight. Secrets stay better hidden in darkness. Judgments fall to the wayside when there is no
light to shine upon them.The crystal clock on the mantel shows it is past midnight. A new day,
but it will be similar to other days in the way that only routine can create. Everyone awake and
ready on time. Cooked breakfast grabbed on the way out. Schedules intermingled as everyone
heads their own way. It was never how she imagined her life would be. But then, she never
imagined anything at all. Her father made all the decisions and she assumed he would
determine the pattern of her daily life also.She was thirteen when he decided her college major.
He had researched the various careers and determined that finance would give the best return
on his investment. It was irrelevant whether it fit Marin’s interests. That it did was lucky, though



Marin would never have dared to complain. Any protests would have yielded no sympathy and,
worse, might have fueled his anger. It wasn’t worth taking the chance. She took her college
courses and became an expert in her field. After graduating in two and a half years, she followed
up with an MBA. A guarantee for an easy ascension in her career, a career that means
everything to her. A livelihood for which she has only her father to thank.Still not ready for bed,
she takes a seat on the sofa. As she curls her legs beneath her, memories from the night before
her marriage begin to torment her.As Marin watches from the hallway in front of the bathroom,
Ranee places an invitation to Marin’s wedding in front of a shrine made from pictures of relatives
who’ve died. She turns on all the lights in the house and plays a tape of traditional Indian
music.In the bathroom, Sonya nudges Trisha away from the sink. “This is spooky.” She spits out
her toothpaste and gargles with the mouthwash. “Are we going to see dead people?”“Yes. A
bunch of dead people are going to come and dance around you. They’re going to get closer until
they grab you and you’re gone. Poof,” Trisha teases.“We’re not going to see dead people.” Marin
buttons her pajamas as she enters the bathroom. “It’s tradition. Mummy’s family did it when she
got married and now we do it.”“But why?” Her fear obvious, Sonya inches closer to Marin.“It’s
honoring them. Saying we wish they were here.” Marin turns to Trisha. “You need to be nicer to
her.”“She’s a baby.”“Yeah, our baby sister. You have to take care of her after I’m gone, OK?” A
desperate plea for even an insincere acquiescence. Whenever Sonya was ill, Marin had been
pulled from her junior-high classes. The nursery school would call to say Sonya had vomited
again. Marin would wait in the principal’s office, her arms resting on a stack of her assignments
for the rest of the day. Her father would summon her with a honk from the parking lot, the used,
pea-green station wagon coughing as it waited. The office secretary offered a small wave each
time, a smile to conceal her sympathy.“Whatever. Anyway, you’re coming back all the time.
Right?” The first vulnerability Trisha has shown, Marin thinks. “Things won’t change?”“It’s a little
far for that. It’ll be hard to come all the time.”“Why do you have to go live with him? Why can’t he
live here?” Sonya demands. Their bravado gone, they stare at Marin.“Those are the
rules.”“Whose rules?”“I don’t know,” Marin snaps. “Daddy found someone for me to marry, and
I’m marrying him.”“You don’t even know him,” Trisha reminds her.MARINMarin watches, her
eyelids lowered to slits. The Indian community members mill about, painting her feet with
traditional henna for her upcoming wedding. Intricate designs with no significance but patterned
to exact detail. Aunts and uncles are gathered, their excitement palpable in the evening air, as
younger cousins, with years before their turn to marry, study the scene. They try to understand
the joy now and the grief tomorrow. The tears will flow from Mummy; Trisha and Sonya will cling,
wishing that it was them instead. And if not, why was she leaving them behind?Marin had no
choice. It had been decided by the date of her birth and the family to whom she was born. She
had perused suitors’ résumés here and there. Once, she had voiced her opinion. Tossing a
résumé down in disgust, she said under no condition would she spend her life with that person.
The picture was of a man who she was sure had yet to complete the evolutionary cycle. But it
was not an issue. He did not have siblings with graduate degrees. He was not a viable



candidate.“Give me your hand, Beti,” Marin’s aunt cajoles, calling Marin her own daughter. Lines
of age cover her face. “Your feet are finished.”“What?” Marin does not hear. When her aunt fails
to answer, Marin questions, “Masi?”“Beti.” Her fingers encircle Marin’s forearm, resting inches
above a deep indentation. Dead blood rings Marin’s tan wrist. Pity spills from her aunt’s eyes.
“What happened to you, child?” The wedding paste simmers, forgotten, in a pot beside
her.Marin wrenches her hand away, shaking her head. Speaking the story will make it real.He
lies there, multiple tubes keeping him alive. Marin counts five in all. One in his nose, another
down his throat, yet another in his arm. A machine tells her that his heart is still working, sixty
beats per minute. She watches the lines on the monitor, the rhythm indicating all is as it should
be. Each piece of the whole working together to keep a human being alive. The engineer in Brent
would be impressed at the systematic functioning.There are no flowers in the room. None of
them thought to bring any. Cards from well-wishers fill the room. The majority of the Indian
community reveres him. They adore him, see him as an example of the true American dream.
Having come to this country with nothing, he raised three daughters to have everything. All while
teaching them how to be proper, respectable women. They owed him their lives.“Thank you for
allowing all of us to be here,” Trisha says. She is, as always, unfailingly polite. The doctor, who
just arrived, nods while reviewing the chart. He is one of the best, the nurses assured them upon
Brent’s admittance. They gush about his skills. Yet, thus far he has failed to give them a reason
that their father is in a coma. “Our youngest sister just arrived last night,” Trisha says. The self-
appointed family spokesperson, she does her job seamlessly. “Sonya, this is Dr. David Ford. Dr.
Ford, our sister Sonya.”“A pleasure to meet you. Everyone, please call me David.” He holds out
his hand to Sonya. His gaze lingers on her. She has brushed out her hair, allowing it to fall
around her shoulders. A long-sleeved black cotton top rests atop a pair of slim jeans. Her face is
free of all makeup, and the boots she wears are better suited for the New York weather she was
living in. Marin’s little sister has grown up to be a beautiful woman.“Doctor.” She releases David’s
hand quickly. “What is the prognosis?”Though her retreat is obvious, David fails to react. “On the
Glasgow Coma Scale, he’s registering at a three. In English, that means he’s in a deep
unconscious state. There is no definitive answer as to when he will come out of it.”“But he will?”
Sonya pushes for more.Marin hears the fear in her sister’s voice. Unlike Trisha, Marin
understands Sonya’s plea. She is asking the doctor to give them hope.“Not for sure—I’m sorry,”
he says, misunderstanding.He looks around, gathering the whole family in his gaze. He is quiet,
offering the calm before the impending storm. The battle of life versus death, both respectable
warriors depending upon the perspective. But little does he know the war has already been
fought.“Some patients never come out and then the family has to decide to . . .” He pauses, his
unspoken words an offer, should they wish to take it.“Pull the plug.” Sonya says it matter-of-factly,
without any emotion. She has masked the fear that was obvious to Marin only seconds ago. “And
without the machines?”“Though he is technically in a coma, essentially a deep sleep, his body is
reliant upon the respirator and fluids.” David slips his hands into his pockets, his white coat
pushed back. A stethoscope hangs around his neck. Marin assumes he is younger than she is,



but recently she has begun to believe everyone is. “When he was admitted, he was in respiratory
failure. The respirator helps his body to breathe.” He pauses, trying to prepare them for the news
that no family could bear to hear. With a deep sigh and sympathy mixed with apology, he says,
“Without the respirator, he wouldn’t get enough oxygen.”Sonya listens carefully, analyzing every
word. “And without oxygen he would die.”Marin watches her, still smarting from their encounter
the night before. Sonya was born after their arrival in America. Their parents had made plans to
abort her—she was an accident, after all. A broken condom brought her to life. Cheap latex
bought from a discount store in India and stuffed into the suitcase set for the States. Marin heard
the story often growing up. In front of Sonya, Brent would repeat the tale, each time laughing
louder than before. An elaborate joke no one understood.The cost of another child was too high,
and an abortion was the obvious choice. But Brent was desperate for a son. Using a low-cost
ultrasound machine, the community clinic doctor made an educated guess and told them it was
a boy. Overjoyed, Brent made the decision for Ranee to continue with the pregnancy, taking
extra shifts to cover the cost of the medical care. At the birth, fury filled Brent’s face when the
doctor announced he had another daughter.Once born, Sonya became Marin’s responsibility
while their mother worked in the local factory making children’s underwear. Marin changed
Sonya’s diaper, fed her milk from a bottle, and bathed her when she spit up. Before hitting
puberty, Marin was already a mother.“How long will it take him to die? If they pull the plug?” Gia
asks. She’s been sitting quietly next to Raj. Still in her tennis uniform from her lesson that
morning, she crosses one slim leg over the other. Tendrils from her ponytail fall onto her face,
giving the false illusion that she is younger than her years.“Gia,” Marin says, raising her voice to
grab her attention. At that specific pitch, her voice sounds exactly like Brent’s. “This is not the
place for you to speak. Dr. Ford is very busy.”“It’s fine.” David smiles to ease the sting of Marin’s
rebuke. “Your question is very important.” He is kind to Gia though he does not have to be. “As
doctors, we need to know exactly how long the body will survive. It will help us minimize the
amount of suffering.”“He will be in pain?” Ranee steps forward, demanding David’s attention.
She has stayed primarily in the background, listening rather than speaking.It has always been
their mother’s way to observe instead of lead. They say a child chooses one parent as a model
to replicate. Marin made the decision as a young girl that it would not be Ranee. It wasn’t
conscious or a process she gave much thought to. In fact, if asked now she would struggle to
pinpoint the exact moment. But it was very simple really. Given the choice between strong and
weak, it seemed obvious to her to choose strength, no matter what form it came in.“He will feel
the hunger, the loss of breath?” Ranee asks.“We would do everything in our power to make sure
he doesn’t. I promise you that.” David takes her hand and squeezes it once. Marin catches the
interplay.Ranee nods, turning to Brent’s still body in the hospital bed. After his arrival at the
hospital via ambulance, they dressed him in a gown—one he would surely hate. Always
meticulous with his clothes—every shirt pressed and his pants crease free—he demanded his
children be the same.“He does not like to suffer.” Ranee wraps her arms around her small
frame.No, Marin agrees, he does not like to suffer.Marin’s breaths become shallow, suddenly



harder to draw than moments before. The memories from childhood swim together, as her
fingers begin to tingle, each one starting to go numb. Everyone’s voices are far away, though
they stand right next to her. She shakes her head, trying to clear the cobwebs that suddenly fill it.
Closing her eyes, she counts to ten quietly, hoping the exercise will lead her back to normality.
When she reopens them, she sees no one has noticed her distress. They’re still talking among
themselves, their attention on Brent. Lowering her head, she stares at her shoes. The ground
beneath her begins to rotate. It is a panic attack, she knows. Though it’s been years since her
last one, they are always the same. Her heart rate accelerates as her body shuts down. But she
refuses it. She will not succumb to its power.She pulls out her phone, focusing on the only lifeline
she knows. Fifty new messages fill her mailbox. Work demanding her attention is her only
reprieve from the father who lies dying. She is grateful for the distraction. “Mummy,” she says. Her
breath begins to even out, but her heart still beats as if she ran a marathon. Almost an hour has
passed since she entered the hospital room. Three conference calls have been scheduled since
her arrival. Additional homework she created for Gia waits in the car. Math problems guaranteed
to keep her in honors next year. “We need to leave. It is late.” She motions for Gia and Raj to
follow her out.“We have just arrived.” Ranee grasps Gia’s hand, pulling her in close. “Let us all
stay a bit longer.”“Marin, it is still early.” Raj has not risen from his seat. He assures Ranee with a
smile. “We will sit a while longer, Mummy.”“No, we will not.” Marin swallows a yell. Everyone starts
to stare at her but their faces are unclear. Anger at their defiance mixes with the past and creeps
into her being. “Raj, I envy your free time, but I don’t have the same luxury. I have a lot of work to
do and Gia has math problems waiting.”“It’s Saturday,” Gia says. She looks to Ranee for support.
“Sonya masi just came,” she says, giving Sonya the traditional name for a mother’s sister. “I want
to hear more stories.”“You heard plenty of stories last night.” Marin cautions herself to slow down,
but there is no stopping.David shifts uncomfortably, caught in the middle of the family drama
Marin is creating. A voice whispers inside her head to stop, to let it be. A few more minutes will
not hurt. But there is another voice—this one much louder—demanding that her authority not be
questioned. Her control will not be compromised. They believe her weak but she is not. She
never will be. “Raj, get up now. Gia, let’s go.”She walks out, unable to face what she created. Her
heels snap against the hospital floor as she rushes down the hall toward the elevators. Pushing
the down button three times, she watches impatiently as the numbers slowly light up with the
elevator’s descent. The steel doors finally open, revealing an empty car. Stepping in, she waits
for them to shut. Only then does she lay her head against the mirrored wall, taking deep breaths.
A caricature of herself stares back, watching her breakdown with dispassion.“I am fine,” she
whispers. Rubbing her hands over her face, she expects to wipe away tears. But her face is dry.
There have not been tears since she was young. Straightening her spine, she pulls her hair
back. As she gathers the loose tendrils, she puts her emotions in check. Within minutes she is
back to how she feels safest. In complete control.Smoothing the creases in her shirt, she
catches her eye in the mirrored doors, and nods once to herself in approval. Pulling out her cell
phone, she flips through the messages. Work started for her at five a.m. and usually ended after



midnight. When she became pregnant with Gia, she worried how her career would be impacted.
In hindsight there was no real need for concern. She worked right up to her labor. A driver
chauffeured her straight to the hospital after a board meeting. Five days later, Marin was back at
work.She hands her valet ticket to the small man at the counter, waiting impatiently while he
searches for her keys. “It’s those, right there,” Marin says, pointing to her set among the dozens.
He checks her ticket stub against the tag on the key chain. To keep from snapping at him to
hurry, she starts to dial her assistant when Raj and Gia come up behind her.“Were you planning
on waiting for us?” Raj asks.“I told you I have work.” Marin takes in Gia and her demeanor
relaxes. She runs her hand down her daughter’s hair. “You have a test on Monday, Beti. It is
important you study, right?” She is about to pull Gia in for a hug when her phone buzzes.
Glancing down to see the caller, Marin murmurs, “We have very little time before college
applications.”“Yes.” Gia steps closer to her father. He slips his arm around her shoulders. “I have
to get into a good college.”Marin stiffens at their easy affection, wishing she had the same
camaraderie. “Not just a good college,” Marin says, texting her assistant to prepare a file. Marin
repeats the list of their top choices from memory. “Harvard or Yale will open many doors for you.
Brown, Princeton, Chicago, and Pennsylvania are also acceptable, but only if Harvard or Yale fall
through.”“Berkeley would be brilliant also,” Raj says. His arm still around her, he smiles down at
their only child. “I don’t know if I can send my little girl across the country for school.”“We don’t
have to discuss this now,” Marin snaps, surprised at Raj’s words. The valet attendant has pulled
their car up and waits with the door open. “Raj, please drive. I have to return a phone call.”They
settle into their seats. Raj pulls out of the garage and onto the tree-lined Sand Hill Road, the road
connecting Palo Alto to their home in Los Altos. As he picks up speed, they pass small buildings
housing some of the most powerful venture capitalists in the world. After a few minutes of silence
Gia asks, “Daddy, what do you think of UCLA? Or maybe a small liberal arts college in Southern
California?”Tension teases up Marin’s neck like a spider with claws. The hours of work she
endures to pay for Gia to have the best of everything scratch at her eyelids, creating shooting
pain. A reminder of the sacrifices she has made so her daughter won’t lack as she did. The
memories of her own secondhand clothes still haunting, she has always bought Gia designer
clothes. Restricted from participating in any after-school activities so she could care for her
sisters, Marin insists Gia be involved in as many as possible. Swim team, tennis, dance, and
soccer just some of the commitments. Cost has never been a concern, the money irrelevant in
comparison to the benefit to her daughter.When Gia reached school age, Raj researched the
local public elementary, but Marin overrode his decision in favor of a prestigious private
collegiate school in San Jose that admitted only the elite members of their community. She was
steadfast in her decision. At forty thousand a year in tuition, Marin was sure her daughter would
get the best education available. Each choice, each activity guaranteed to Marin that she was
not a product of her past. That she had broken the cycle of hurt and disappointment, and that
her daughter was the future.“A small college?” Marin shuts off her phone and turns in her seat to
face her daughter in the back. “Gia, that is not an option.”“Why?” Gia breaks off eye contact to



stare out the window. “It could be a good school.”“Not for you it isn’t. Why would you even
mention it?” Marin demands. “I don’t want to hear about it again.”“It’s not a big deal where I go.”
Gia lowers the window. The wind blows her hair and muffles her mother’s voice. “Besides, I want
to stay close to my friends.”“Your friends?”Gia is very social. From a young age she was
comfortable with people in a way that Marin still hasn’t mastered. She would smile and start up
conversations without any self-consciousness. For Marin, whose own social interactions are
stilted and short, it was a revelation to have a daughter so rehearsed in social etiquette.“What
friends would want you to sacrifice your future for the sake of themselves?”Recently, many of
Gia’s friends had begun to date. When Gia broached the idea with Marin, her immediate
reaction was no. It would take away time from her studies. Though Gia kept asking, insisting she
should be allowed, Marin refused to change her mind. Marin never dated as a teenager. Their
culture demanded a girl be 100 percent pure before marriage. Even one date could taint her
reputation and make her an unacceptable candidate for marriage. It was not the cultural concern
that made Marin say no; it was this type of situation. Anyone having undue influence over Gia’s
life.“No one.” Gia answers quickly, without hesitation, and scoots lower into her seat. Searching
for a song on her phone, she sticks in her earphones. “Never mind. Harvard or Yale are great.
They are still my top choices.”Marin rubs lotion into her chapped hands. Years of typing have
formed calluses that refuse to disappear. Her hair, in a tight braid, falls down her back; her silk
nightgown reaches to her feet. Their live-in housekeeper retired to bed hours ago, only after
meticulously cleaning up the kitchen. Marin had eaten her dinner at her desk, with hours of work
that needed to be finished. The emotional day wore on her, and her body was demanding sleep.
But the conversation with Gia continued to replay in her head, keeping any hope of rest at
bay.“You were very tense today.” Raj exits the shower into their room, a large towel around his
waist. His hair drips droplets of water onto their carpeted floor. Recent years have added pounds
to his middle, but his arms and legs have retained their leanness from when they first married.
Black hair mixed with silver covers his brown chest, but the hair atop his head has remained its
original color. “About Gia.”“I’m fine.” She prefers not to discuss it. Their conversation in the car
made it painfully obvious to Marin that she had failed to fully explain to her daughter the value of
a good college education. She reviewed plans to rectify that immediately. A trip to tour the East
Coast and the Ivy Leagues was the obvious first step. Gia would naturally get excited about the
campuses and living across the country. Even though she still had a few years, it was time. Marin
convinced herself that Gia’s indifference was nerves—fear of living away from home. With a
game plan in mind, she felt calmer. “We should get to bed. We have an early morning
tomorrow.”“Gia’s tennis tournament.” Raj removes his towel and sets it on the hook. Naked, he
slips under the covers and watches Marin turn off the lights. “I can take her if you need to work.”A
month has passed since the last time they made love. Raj was the usual initiator, though Marin
rarely refused him. The night before her wedding she was taught that sex was a man’s right. No
matter how successful a woman became, it was her duty to fulfill her husband’s needs. It was the
only place in their relationship that Marin did not feel in complete control. No matter how often



she tried to convince herself that the pleasure was both of theirs to have, she always felt empty
and alone afterward.They had an easy pattern when they made love. Two positions, or more
often just one. He finished first, quickly. If Marin needed a release she would guide his hand
between her legs. Spooning behind her, he would rub until she found her satisfaction.
Sometimes it was quick, but if it took more than ten minutes she would pull away. Her body’s
failure to respond meant she was not ready. It was a waste of both of their time and of precious
sleep to continue trying.Tonight, however, Marin is not in the mood. She can pinpoint a number
of reasons. Work has exhausted her. The hours of reviewing documents, finalizing deals, and
instructing her team on projects seemed harder than before. The conversation with Gia. But the
scene at the hospital, if she is honest, is the real culprit. The realization that her father might
never emerge from his coma—that the man who defined her life was now losing his—jars
her.“Are you wanting to have sex?” Marin asks. Her voice is sharper than she means it to be.
Before he can answer or move toward her, Marin says, “It is probably not a good night.”“Of
course. No, it is fine.”He is embarrassed. She can hear it in his voice. In all the years they have
been married, Marin has turned him away only when she has her period or is ill. Today neither is
true. Instead, it is the chains of the past rattling. Trapped in place for so long, they became rusty
with age. With Brent in a coma, the lock seems to have loosened, but no matter how hard Marin
tries, she cannot free herself of them. She imagines her father’s disappointment in her failure to
please her husband. She shakes the thought aside and turns to the man she has shared a bed
with for years. “I have a lot on my mind,” she says as an explanation, though he did not ask for
one. “The hospital, everyone there.”“It is not a problem.” He shifts, turning his back to her. “Good-
night, Marin.”Humiliated at the panic that envelops her at the thought of her father’s demise, she
remains quiet. But because Raj doesn’t ask, she is spared from forming a response. She keeps
to herself that she is scared and alone. That she wants to be held but wouldn’t know what to do if
he offered.She lies down on the farthest side of the bed. With his back to her, there is no one left
to face but herself. Pulling the sheet over her body, she yearns for comfort that proves
inaccessible. Her mind, begging for sleep only minutes ago, now wanders. Everyone was there
for her father, wondering, watching, waiting. For what, she does not know. If he lives, then they
return to normal. Of course, their normal is not like everyone else’s. They each have their role
and are exceptional at it. Trisha is the glue that connects the family. As the favorite, she deems it
her responsibility to plan the family gatherings. As long as they break bread together, she has
her illusion of a perfect family. Trisha organizes the holiday get-togethers; whether it be Diwali or
Christmas, she makes sure that no one is left out. When Sonya left, Trisha seemed to take her
duties even more seriously. As if she could fill the void left by the sister who decided that life was
better without them than with.Marin performs her own role with precision. She is the victory story,
the example of why they came to America. The one they can point to and say, this is the reason
we endured all the heartaches. While Trisha plays the role of pampered housewife, Marin
continues to exemplify success. And her daughter is the next generation, the one who doesn’t
carry the burdens Marin did. She is free to achieve everything—she doesn’t need to get away



from any anchors.Tired of tossing, Marin slips out of bed. She can hear Raj’s quiet snoring; he
barely moves with her departure. They have never held one another at night. Both learned soon
after their wedding ceremony that they preferred their own space.With the events of the day
barking at her heels, peace eludes her. Gingerly, she finds her way down the steps in the dark. In
the light from the moon via the skylight, she pours a cup of milk and heats it. The steaming cup
warms her hands as the darkness brings her a bit of calm. She has always preferred it to
daylight. Secrets stay better hidden in darkness. Judgments fall to the wayside when there is no
light to shine upon them.The crystal clock on the mantel shows it is past midnight. A new day,
but it will be similar to other days in the way that only routine can create. Everyone awake and
ready on time. Cooked breakfast grabbed on the way out. Schedules intermingled as everyone
heads their own way. It was never how she imagined her life would be. But then, she never
imagined anything at all. Her father made all the decisions and she assumed he would
determine the pattern of her daily life also.She was thirteen when he decided her college major.
He had researched the various careers and determined that finance would give the best return
on his investment. It was irrelevant whether it fit Marin’s interests. That it did was lucky, though
Marin would never have dared to complain. Any protests would have yielded no sympathy and,
worse, might have fueled his anger. It wasn’t worth taking the chance. She took her college
courses and became an expert in her field. After graduating in two and a half years, she followed
up with an MBA. A guarantee for an easy ascension in her career, a career that means
everything to her. A livelihood for which she has only her father to thank.Still not ready for bed,
she takes a seat on the sofa. As she curls her legs beneath her, memories from the night before
her marriage begin to torment her.As Marin watches from the hallway in front of the bathroom,
Ranee places an invitation to Marin’s wedding in front of a shrine made from pictures of relatives
who’ve died. She turns on all the lights in the house and plays a tape of traditional Indian
music.In the bathroom, Sonya nudges Trisha away from the sink. “This is spooky.” She spits out
her toothpaste and gargles with the mouthwash. “Are we going to see dead people?”“Yes. A
bunch of dead people are going to come and dance around you. They’re going to get closer until
they grab you and you’re gone. Poof,” Trisha teases.“We’re not going to see dead people.” Marin
buttons her pajamas as she enters the bathroom. “It’s tradition. Mummy’s family did it when she
got married and now we do it.”“But why?” Her fear obvious, Sonya inches closer to Marin.“It’s
honoring them. Saying we wish they were here.” Marin turns to Trisha. “You need to be nicer to
her.”“She’s a baby.”“Yeah, our baby sister. You have to take care of her after I’m gone, OK?” A
desperate plea for even an insincere acquiescence. Whenever Sonya was ill, Marin had been
pulled from her junior-high classes. The nursery school would call to say Sonya had vomited
again. Marin would wait in the principal’s office, her arms resting on a stack of her assignments
for the rest of the day. Her father would summon her with a honk from the parking lot, the used,
pea-green station wagon coughing as it waited. The office secretary offered a small wave each
time, a smile to conceal her sympathy.“Whatever. Anyway, you’re coming back all the time.
Right?” The first vulnerability Trisha has shown, Marin thinks. “Things won’t change?”“It’s a little



far for that. It’ll be hard to come all the time.”“Why do you have to go live with him? Why can’t he
live here?” Sonya demands. Their bravado gone, they stare at Marin.“Those are the
rules.”“Whose rules?”“I don’t know,” Marin snaps. “Daddy found someone for me to marry, and
I’m marrying him.”“You don’t even know him,” Trisha reminds her.
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Bob, “Stunned,but enlightened. I have many friends from the Indian culture. Having lived in two
foreign cultures in addition to the States, I have sought to build friends from among the locals.
Now, I live in an upper middle class neighborhood where multiple Indian (mostly American born)
families have recently bought homes. Reading this novel has opened my understanding of the
dichotomy of the strict family culture many Indians face versus the struggle to control your own
destiny as we Americans tend to believe is our right. The story of hidden secrets resulting from
abuse is, of, course, universal. It is not limited to one culture. The insight of how people deal with
deep pain (over achievement, trying to be perfect and to control your world, suppression,
running away,refusing to talk about it), in this novel was both enlightening and gut-wrenching. I
can only think the author has witnessed such abuse (first hand or in others) OR she has
researched the topic not only in documents, but through case studies , interviews, and
conversations with others. You opened my eyes to greater understanding of my neighbors, to
the depth which our cultural upbringing dictates our responses, and to the horror of Multi-
generational abuse. I am exhausted at the end. But like the 5 women, I am hopeful I will have
more understanding and compassion toward myself and others. I am blessed that I have never
personally experienced such abuse. Thank you, too, for the potential happy endings in each
case.”

Vishal Shah, “great read. Absolutely loved this book. Each character so deep so meaningful. So
emotional. Couldn’t put the book down. I’m trying to read all her books now.”

Lucy Eyre, “Lovely Empowerment. A wonderful and sad read about the reality of being female
despite the culture. Well developed and identifiable characters.  High.y recommend!”

STARVEX240, “"THEY LOOK IN THE MIRROR AND SEE THAT THEIR FACE IS DIRTY...THEN
WIPES THE MIRROR.". Trail of Broken Wings was a wonderful story about physical, sexual, and
mental abuse. These type of stories are hard to read because of the complexity of the
characters and, what may or may not happen to them. People who undergo one, two or all three
of the abuses have some or all of the usual traits: usually quite, demure, feel they are dumb,
scared, contemplate suicide, feel they are dirty and feel they are uninteresting people to name a
few. C.R. Hurst wrote in her review on Amazon; "Much of the problem I believe lies with the
characters. They are simply not original or interesting enough to appeal to those unaffected
personally by domestic violence."Well C.R. you are both right and wrong. In your lifetime you
have probably meet one or two people who is and/or has gone through some type of domestic
abuse without your knowledge. They become good at hiding it. Just like the sisters and mother
did around their friends, school gatherings, employees , husbands and other people. They only
talked about it with each other. That was how scared they were of anyone finding out and
disgracing their family and their priest. So they talked and talked and talked some more. That



was good therapy for ALL of them.When their Father falls into a coma , Ranee calls her three
daughters to come together, esp. Sonya since she doesn't live in the same area as the rest of
the family and may not come home. All feel guilty (except Trisha) about not wanting to visit their
father in the hospital. Trisha was her father's favorite child and because of that she was not hit by
her father but took his advice when she needed him to 'TELL HER WHAT TO DO. They had a
good relationship up until her father went in to the hospital. Then things starting happening with
Trisha. And it goes downhill from there. Marin, the oldest sister, was hard to like for me. The
further I progressed though the book I understood why she acted the way she did,but still could
not bring myself to change my mind. When her daughter starts following in her footsteps, Marin's
reaction is unbelievable. Sonya was my favorite sister even though she had some really bad
serious problems. Without really realizing it, she was the freest of them all in a small way. The
abuse she suffered was the worse of the 3 sisters. Her career choice saved her only to an extent
as the abuse overshadowed her whole life. I loved how she cheered up the children with serious
health problems while they were in the hospital.This was a well written book with a good plot.
Sejal Badani did an excellent job in describing what happened to Ranee, Marin, Trisha and
Sonya in India and America so the prose flowed easily.For the most part the story is told from
some of the characters POV and other parts by a third person narrator. There are a few
surprises that I did not see coming and I liked the ending of the book.This is an emotional story
and may not be for everyone, but it is a good story and can open your eyes to how domestic
violence affects people.”

Audrey Haylins, “A book that consumes from start to finish. There is something achingly powerful
about this profoundly moving story of domestic abuse and its deep-seated, long-lasting impact
on the psyche and dynamics of an immigrant Indian/American family. With its exquisitely crafted
characters, rich emotional texture and compelling prose, the narrative consumes from start to
finish.When photographer Sonya reluctantly returns to the family home in California after an
absence of many years, it’s at the behest of her mother Ranee. Sonya’s father, Brent, is in a
coma, and Ranee wants her youngest daughter home to say goodbye alongside her sisters. As
the four women gather in anticipation of Brent’s demise, long-buried secrets and memories
crash into the present, forcing Ranee and her daughters to confront their shared, painful and,
until now unspoken history.Badani tackles the difficult subject of abuse with sensitivity and
aplomb. Through alternating voices, we hear the women’s stories from their own and each
other’s perspectives, a technique that skillfully exposes the conflict between the people they are
and the images they portray. All four have been moulded by brutal patriarch Brent, who is bitter
at having sacrificed his own life in India to secure a better one for his family.Badani delves
deeply into the hearts and souls of her characters, creating people you sympathise with and
care about. She somehow even makes you feel compassion for Brent, the creator of this broken
family. The narrative is at times poignant and absorbing, at others explosive and shocking,
carrying the reader on a wave of emotion as you accompany the women on their journey from



guilt, blame and retribution to truth, self-acceptance, forgiveness and healing. The final twist is
cleverly concealed and a perfect ending to the book.Just a small point of criticism. I have to
knock off a star for Badani’s irritating habit of having her characters indulge in lengthy
introspection in the middle of a conversation. By the time the dialogue picks up again, you’ve
forgotten who last said what to whom. This happened too often and spoilt my enjoyment of an
otherwise great book.Thanks for reading my review. I hope you found it helpful. You can find
more candid book reviews on my Amazon profile page.”

Ajoobacats, “Deep psychological insight into an uncomfortable subject. When their father falls
inexplicably into a coma, three sisters and their mother reunite after the youngest has been
estranged for years. As they reconnect suppressed memories of abuse emerge as do deep
feelings of hurt and betrayal, but the effects of the past are behind what causes the unravelling of
their carefully constructed present.A deeply moving account of the aftermath of physical and
emotional abuse and its far-reaching effects when not dealt with. Predictable the events maybe
in the book but the depth of understanding of the emotionally damaged mind is what surprised
me the most. No character in this novel is perfect and the women abused have all dealt with the
damage inflicted on them in different ways. There are some hard to read events in this book as
abuse is a difficult subject to explore, but in my opinion the author tackled some complex non-
textbook psychology and I found the book very moving.Hard to read in terms of subject matter,
but beautifully written and complex.”

BH, “heart-rending but ultimately uplifting. A heart-rending but ultimately uplifting book about
one family's struggle to come to terms with the years of abuse they suffered at the hands of the
patriarch. I found it hard to put down.I liked how the women gradually opened up to each other
although I found myself thinking: "For goodness sake, just talk to each other!" quite a few
times.The book changed POV quite frequently and I was impressed that each woman had a
distinct voice.”

Roxy's Mum, “Damaged lives and broken wings. A tale of 5 women and 1 man. On leaving his
native country to start a new life in America the country of dreams He initially finds not
acceptance and success but prejudice and scorn for who he is, a brown skinned immigrant and
He changes from a loving Father to a broken man. His way of coping is to abuse each member
of his family who dare to be in his eyes imperfect, just as he believes he is seen by others. The
abuse breaks each of his daughter's, His wife and eventually his Granddaughter. This book
begins as he lays in a coma awaiting death and tells the women's stories and how each
eventually comes to realise they were not the ones responsible for his actions but his victims.
Each eventually faces their fears and together begin the long process of healing. A very
sensitive subject  and a tale told told with infinite compassion.”



The book by Mary Carmen González has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 11,490 people have provided
feedback.
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